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Bancroft, Neb., August 27. Maddened by the delay In the course of
the written law In the revolting murder case of Louis Kay Higgins, the
Denver man who, on
May 10, shot, beat with a club and
mutilated the bodies of Walter F.
Copple and his wife and left seven
children orphans, on a farm near
Rosalie, a mob this morning overpowered the three officers who had
.the prisoner In charge and hanged
him to a bridge near the town and
riddled his body with bullets.
Mrs. Cora A. Higgins, the mother
of the victim of the mob, who resides in Denver, has been notified.
HigAs precautionary measures,
gins was given his preliminary hearing on an Overland Limited United
Pacific train and has since ben held
In the Jail at Omaha. Neb. Sheriff
Young of Thurston county went to
Omaha last night, secured the prisoner, obtained two other guards to
help him offset any attempt at lynching, and started for Bancroft,
the
county seat of
county,
Thurston
Higgins was to have been
where
placed on trial.
When Sheriff Young left this place
Sunday night he was accosted by
citizens who asked him what
he
would do If an attempt was made to
lynch Higgins.
"Shoot the first man who trie U,"
was the response,
"Well, we Just thought we would
ask," said the committee of citizens,
"because the chances are that you
will have some shooting to do."
Thus forewarned, Young took every precaution to guard his prisoner.
On the train Higgins, noticing the extra guard, smiled and said: "There Is
no need of this; I won't try to get
away." He did not seem to realize
his danger and was cheerful on his
trip to Bancroft.
The train bearing Higgins and his
guard arrived in Bancroft at eight
morning. A mob of
o'clock this
more than a hundred men awaited
men were armed and
it. All the
they scrambled on trie coaches before the train had stopped. Locating
Young, his deputies and his prisoner,
a demand was made for the murderer. Young and his men resisted, but
were soon overpowered
and the
prisoner, a trembling, miserable human being, taken from them.
lUiltllcd With Shot
Higgins was made to stand in the
a
bed of dray, being held up by members of the mob. The remainder of
the moddened crowd ran shouting after the vehicle. The dray was driven
at a rapid pace under the bridge,
wher a noose was already hanging.
passed under the
As the wagon
bridge the noose was dropped over
Higgins' neck and the speed of the
wagon Jerked it taut and sent the
eternity.
As the body
victim to
swung In mld-a- lr
the mob ran yelling' around It and shot hundreds of
bullets Into the swaying corpse.
The body was later cut down and
delivered to the coroner, who will
hold an inquest.
on all
Sympathy was expressed
mother of the
sides f.ir the aged
murderer in Denver, but as Higgins'
crime was one of the most revolting
ever comniited In this section and as
Justice had long been delayed, no regret for the action of the mob is felt
even among the most conservative
citizens here.

Waslngton. D. C, August 27 As a
reinforcement to the big suit which
opens in New York, September 3rd,
and w.hich is aimed at the heart of
the Standard Oil trust, the government is planning to make an immediate attempt to deprive the trust of
its franchise.
This action differs from the other
in that the suit filed at St. Louis and
heard In New York for convenience,
seeks only to force the trust to disintegrate by giving up the companies
It owns or controls in states
other
than New Jersey, the home of the
original Standard Oil company.
The matter of going after" the
trust's franchise was the subject of a
conference between Attorney General
Bonaparte and Judge Frank B. Kellogg, of St. Paul, and
Charles B.
Morrison. Mr. Kellogg is the government's special counsel In 4he fight
to wrest commercial mastery from
the oil trust, and Mr. Morrison, who
was formerly district
attorney at
Chicago, had a great deal to do with
the preparation of the case, which
resulted In Judge Landls fining the
Standard Oil Company of Indiana
$29,400,000.
May AmIc Prinon Sentences '
In addition to the plan to deprive
the trust of its franchise, it is intimated that the attorney general is
making preparations to prosecute individuals of the Standard OH company under the provision of the
Sherman act, which provides for Imprisonment of guilty persons while
the Elklns act does not.
Should the government succeed In
Its attempt to kill the oil trust (and
It would seem that It Is In a fair way
to do it) the world's greatest monopoly will be broken. Organized in New
Jersey, the Standard has spread its
tenacles until it not only controls the
oil trade in this country, but also
handles a large proportion of the oil
sold in England, Russia and other
countries across the water.
Seven states Missouri, New York,
Ohio, Illinois, Mississippi, Louisiana
and Tennessee have
filed
suits
against the trust, and in addition the
government has eight suits against
it. the most important of which is
that which soon will begin.
Collect Fines Only
Some of the mate actions simply
are to collect fines, while others are
aimed at the present company of
New Jersey.
But all seek to break
the grip which the trust has upon
national business and industrial life,
and consequently, upon the nation
Itself.
and
8ix thousand three hundred
twenty-si- x
rest
federal Indictments
against the Standard, In addition to
the thousands of state indictments,
and If the maximum penalty were to
be Inflicted in each of the federal
suits, as was done in the Chicago
case, the Standard would be called
upon to pay into the treasury of Uncle Sam $126,520,000. This. In addition to the fine of $29,400,000 imposed by Judge Landis, would make
the total $155,920,000.
Such a penalty would be a staggering blow even to the group of tremendously wealthy men who compose the Standard Oil group.
Standard Oil has a surplus fund
that runs into figures almost incomprehensible to the average layman.
thij
Conservative persons estimate
surplus at $200,000,000, but others
say that it will reach close up to a
half billion dollars.
Hair a Billion In Dividends
Between 1KS2 and 1906 the Standard Oil paid out In dividends, according to a recent complllation by
the government, the enormous sum
of $551,922,904.50. For several years
the policy of the company has been
to distribute about 60 per cent of its
actual earnings In dividends and add
the other 40 per cent to its surplus
fund.
The actual earnings or profits of
the fu'i period between lDS'l and
190r, never have been disclosed. It la
known, however, that the total profits from 1902 to 1906 were
In that period the dividend
distributions amounted to $164.40t,-40leaving $78, 536, 025 for the surplus fund.
Standard's
the
The period of
greatest earnings has been since 18 96
In the ten years its dividend distributions amount to $387,432,4 46. For
only three of those years, 19u3. 1904
and 1905, are its profits known.
In 1903 It distributed $42,877,516
In dividends, and in that year Its profits were $41.30O.0oO. lu 1904 it distributed $35,401,788 In dividends and
Its profits were $01,500,000. In 19i)j
It distributed dividends. $39,395,320,
and its profits were $57,000,000.
Fur these three years its profits
ainnunted to $199,800,000, while 113
were $117,-63divided distributions
,424. leaving in that period alone
JS2.1S.1 376 to be added to the sura
plus, au average of $27,305,125
year.
Pivstigt Would Suffer
If the surplus additions averaged
10 years, it would
tha: amount
make a total of $273. !5 1.250, which,
up to
fund.
added to the
19i6 wou'd make a grand total of
$S5:t.4S7,275.
of
With a surplus reserve fund
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J. P. Morgan and Other Financiers Will Take New
York

Paper.

New York, August 27. The announcement that the city of New
York has decided to ask for bids In
September for the biggest bond offering ever madJ by any city has
district.
created a stir in the financial
The bond issue amounts to forty mil-of
lion dollars and an interest rate
4
is offered.
first
The financial district did not at fuel,
prospect of
take kindly ti theupon
'is rcsouii-ta heavy demand
but reports quickly spread that many
of the leading financial houses had
Joined In the organization of a syndicate t bid for the entire issue. It
is reported that J. P. Morgan & Co.,
are identified with this plan
t'ity otn.ials state thin afterno n
is not thu slightest doubl
thai tin-re
being taken al a
of he t iuii
good premiaai when the sale occurs.
per cent
Tile bunds were made al 4
owing to the fact that financiers
4
per
a
cent
would not take
bnd at
tills lime.
I

is.-u-

$244,-026,48-
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Counsels Speeches Were Fiery at Arrested For Insulting Women. He
Killed His Captor, and Was
Times. But Filled With Statistics, the Latter Causing
Later Saved From Lynching by Only Slightest
Evident Weariness
In Jury Box.
Margin.

Was Charged With Killing Man Sensational Move Expected When
Big Suit Against Trust Opens
and Wife at Bancroft and AfterNext Tuesday In New York.
BeatMutilating
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ward
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Defense Made Its Closing Ar Pennsylvania Iron Workers
gument In Famous Mining
Intended to Avenge Death
Prosecution This
of Policeman But Were
Afternoon.
Outwitted.

Victim

BODY
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CASE IN HANDS

Taken From Sheriff Bonaparte Preparing a Blow
a. T.eart of Monopoly
and Guards as He Is
Which Controls
Being Conveyed
Oil Industry.
From Omaha.
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Denver, Colo., August 27. T. C.
Franklin, principal counsel for
the defense, began his closing argu
ment for the defense In the case of
the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines company today in the United States dis
trict court. It is expected that the
case will go to the Jury this after
noon. The Jury will probably return
a verdict tomorrow morning.
Heavy Argument
argument
A heavy fire of legal
opened upon the Jury In the Lost
company
trial
Hulllon Spanish Mines
Promptly at 2
yesterday afternoon.
o clock, upon the opening or court
Ernest Knaebel, assistant to the at
torney general, opened the argument
for the government. For seven hours
the Jurors were subjected to a steady
fire of legal oratory.
Attorney Knaebel. In the early por
tion of his address, confined himself
largely to the mlneralogtcal phases of
the case. Mr. Knaebel is an expert
mining lawyer, and haa handled the
or
mining end
tne prosecution
throughout the trial. It la expected
that the greater part of his argument
will deal with this part 01 tne case.
The first argument for the gov
ernment was followed by speeches by
C. W. Franklin and Ralph Talbot, at
torneys tor the defendants, and then
District Attorney ti. J. Hone, special
prpsecutor, who summoned up the
case for the government. Kacn side
hours in
had three and one-hawhich to close up Its case.
Ijost of F.vhloiioe In
The last of the great mass of testl
mony was submitted to the Jury Mon
day. The defense
rested its case
Saturday night, and the morning
up
with rebuttal
session was taken
evidence for the government.
That the examination of the Lost
by
Professor
Hulllon mine made
Lindemann, star witErnest Karl
ness for the defense, was worthless
determining the value of ine
for
mine, was the testimony given yesterday morning by Philip Argall of
Denver. Mr. Argall, according to the
government authorities. Is one of the
foremost experts in the world on
subjects connected with cyanide mining. He built the Golden Cycle mill
at Colorado City, which was recently
destroyed by fire.
Mr. Argall was put on the stand by
the government for the purpose of
discrediting the testimony of Professor Lindemann, who examined the
Lost Bullion mine and said it was
The government
worth $42,000,000.
declared the examination
witness
mining
made by the old German
engineer was not of such a nature
as to enable anyone to Judge with
any degree of accuracy the value of
the mine.
At Skating ltlnk
Two witnesses for the government,
C. A. Macomlc and James C. Cllmo,
told the Jury that Mrs. George Du
Hols, wife of the purported discoverer of the Lost Hulllon mine, was at
a skating rink on the evening of
February 22. It was on February
22 that Du Hols signed the last of his
written statements, in which ho deHulllon scheme was a
clared the
hoax. In his efforts to "back up"
statements,
Du Bols told
from these
the Jury that the postofflce inspector had extorted them rrom him by
threats, and that the serious illness
of his wife had Impelled him to yield
to the demands of the governmentofficer. Hoth Macomlc and Cllmo
testified that Mrs. Du Hols was at a
skating rink on the evening of the
day on which the last or tne statements was signed.
The last hope 'of the defense that
the court might be Induced to ds- mlss the case against some or all of
Monday.
the defendants vanished
Judge Lewis overruled the motion
filed recently, except as to one of the
Indictments against K. C. Hunt, Dan- ton P. Plnkus and W. n. Cameron,
withholding his decision as to them
until all the evidence was In. Monday morning the court overruled the
motion as to the three defendants
also. All of the lxst Hulllon promoters mu-- t submit their fate to the
Jury.
W.
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Reported That Governor Cur- One Body Fell Through Open With Forty Others He Was
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HANNA CALLED UPON
POLICE SEARCHING FOR
EXCITING SCENES AT
TO MAKE GOOD
HIS PUBLIC MEETINGS
ALLEGED FIRE BUG

Santa Fe, August 27. ( Special.
There is considerable interest manifested here today In a rumor which
is generally accepted as true that the
president has referred
a letter to
Governor George Curry written. It m
said, by Attorney K. H. Hanna and
memibers of the Santa Fe Water and
Light company to "Uncle Joe" Can
non, speaker of the house of representatives.
It is said the letter contains more
charges to the effect that administrative and Judicial circles in this territory are corrupt.
Governor Curry would not discuss
the affair in any form when a Citizen representative called to see him
this afternoon at the executive office.

It la understood, however, that the
governor has called upon the authors
of the letter to substantiate
the
charges they have made and it said
prove
are
quite
likely to
the results
interesting.
The president, It is understood. Instructed the governor to make a
thorough and rigid investigation and
act accordingly which Governor Curry will probably do.
It. II. Hanna is the attorney who
gained
by
notoriety
considerable
making a sensational attack upon the
character of Max Frost, editor of th
New Mexican before the Bar association, at Koswell last week.
more than $350,000,000, the Standto
ard could pay fines amounting
$155,000,000 and still be highly sol
vent and with a surplus larger than
that of any other corporation In the
country. But its prestige as the dominant power In railroading and in Industrialism would be seriously crippled.
In addition some of Its directing
heads. if Attorney General Bonaparte
pushes his demand for a prison sentence, may not be
there to rebuild
the fortunes of the trust.
At the New York hearing John D.
Rockefeller, his brother
William.
Hen'ry H. Rogers, "the brains
of
Standard Oil." and John D. Arehbold
vice president of the company, will
be called upon to testify.
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today
here
district court
Field, attorney for the AlbuMorning Journat, submitted
a demurrer In the damage Fult of
former Attorney General Georgs V.
The
Prichard against the Journal.
demurrer contains ten sections and
declares that no libel was committed.

DANGER

IKIS
SWORDS

4.

HIS
KEEP

PEACE

Berlin, August 27. Emperor William in replying to an address of
welcome l.y tlie burgomaster nf Hanover yesterday, said:
"We have to thank the gracious
dispensation of heaven.
.also
the
troops that it
swurds of our trn-'- y
has been possible to maintain peace
f j lui.jj."
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"BLACK

Ist

HAND"

SOCIETY

OE STRIKE

IS NOW PASSED

Pennsylvania State; Constabulary Has Already Caused

Chicago. August 27. Danger of a
In the stock yards was remov
teamsters accepted the offer from the
two
Parkers oti all except
points
which relate to overtime and Sunday work. The packers agreed to give
all teaniHters one cent per hour Increase of wages instead of the half
cent advance offered before to sixty
per cent or their number. This offer
was accepted.

ftrlke

Fifty Arrests.

ed last night when the packing house

ed

Mob FoniiH.

er
At South Bethlehem, where
was a popular officer, a mo-of Iron workers and many other citizens, formed within a few minutes
after the arrest and visited the city
holdover, bu-- the man was not there,
the police having feared Just that
move.
Handy had been taken In at
the front door and a moment later
spirited out and away to this city,
leaving the Bethlehem Jail by a rear
door.
Word that the prisoner had been
brought here was promptly forthcom.
lng and the mob prepared to come
to Gaston, but prominent citizens per.
suaded the men to permit the law to
take Its course.
Handy today pretends that he has
no knowledge of the events of last
night but officers here are persuaded
that he Is merely a desperate man
attempting to elude Justice by means
of that dodge.
Shu-mak-

t

SPENDS

TAFT

DAY

-

JSPilGFIlD
Kansas City, Mo., August 27. Sec
retary Taft Is standing the day trav
eling from Springfield, Mo., to Kansas t'ity and is not booked for any
speeches today. He is expected to
arrive here this evening. The pro
gram here Includes a drive about ihe
cliy, a reception and an informal dinner. The secretary will continue his
Jourrw-tomorrow.

Ilarrlsburg, Pa., August 27. An
effective war, It Is announced is being waged against the black hand
society through I'ennsyvanlu by the
state constabulary, and indications
SHUT DOWN Al KELLY
are that the troops will soon rid the
commonwealth of ifs murderous organization. The state police authorities are in possession of information
CAUSES UNEASINESS
that the black hand operations are
TRAIN CRASHES INTO
headquartdirected from a central
OF
ers In New York mid that agents ac-- j
,
tually engaged in the work of In- CBOWOffl STREET CAR tlmidatlnn are
Magdaleua, N. M. August 2i.
not all foreigners,
(
Is
PACKING FAME, DEAD
being implicated.
some Americans
Some uneasiness
felt by the people of both Mag
More than fifty
arrests have been
daleua and Kelly on account of
made by the slate police In the last
)
6
six months in connection with these
the shutting down of under- 7
A
I.at'roSsfAni'Mut
Wis
Chicago. III.. August 27. Nelson
ground work by the
operations, nearly all being fined or
ne man was dangerously Injur- company in the Kelly
Morris, the well known packer of thU
imprisoned.
mine.
persons were
ed and sixty-fiv- e
city, died today after an illness of
There I grave apprehension as
badly shaken up and narrowly
to the cause, yet the company is
Morris was the vic
veral weeks.
escaped death when a St. Paul
showing considerable
activity
tim f heart disease complicated with
PEACE CERTAIN IN
train crashed into a street car
kidney troubles.
with the surface work about the
on a crossing In North LaCrosse
In
Iwirn
was
the hlack for
Morris
mouth of the mine in making
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came
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City of Mexico. August 27. It is and
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to the scene.
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James Gaskell. aged 60, hid
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purpose
was
li il America Is now assured through
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of the company
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passengers
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Longford. Ireland.
August 27.
James P. Farrell, an Irish nationalist
member of parliament for North
Langtord, and forty others were ar
rested early this morning and are
now being tried by a special court
convened for the purpose on a charge
or taking part In an "unlawful as
sembly likely to cause riot."
Farrell has been holding meetings
throughout his constituency at which
exciting scenes occurred between the
nationalists and members of the Sinn
Fein society. In addition many cattle have .been driven from the grazing lands of the district, which the
prosecution alleges was encouraged
by Farrell and other speakers.
Large forces of police are being
dispatched here, trouble being anticipated.
Trouble. Probable.
Excitement over the arrest of Farrell and his companions Is likely to
cause a riot at any moment, since
Farrell and his policies were largely
In favor with the people of this section, and indignation at the arrest is
Unbounded.
It Is likely, however,
that the public Indignation will not
reach the trouble point until
the
trial is concluded.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. August 27.
Searching for exits from the death
trap that hemmed them in on ail
sides, four persons were burned to
death early today in a fire on East
Grand avenue.
The dead are:
LILLIAN HAYS.
VIKGIE WALLACE.
HA IMF, WARD.
WALTER WARD.
The fire is believed to have been
of Incendiary origin.
ocThe building in which the-fircurred was three stories in height
and the blaze started on the lower
Boor, spreading to the starways and
windows where fire escapes were located before the Imprisoned people
on the upper floors could
escape,
though many of them were saved by
the firemen.
Body Fell From Window.
The four victims were evidently
unable to reach safety after being
awakened, though one body, believed to be that of Vlrgie Wallace, fell
to the walk from a window through
which she had evidently tried to escape. The fire had caught and burned her beyond all recognition, and
her body fell only when the window
supports burned away.
The other
bodies were recovered
from
the
ruins.
The police believe the fire was Incendiary and they are searching for
a youth whose disappearance leads
to the conclusion that he fired the
building In an effort to "get even '
with one of the Inmates who had refused to receive his attentions.

Easton, Pa., August 27. For nlna
hours a squad of policemen and deputy sheriffs surrounded th ecounty
Jail here, while trusties on the inside
under the direction of Sheriff Mason
worked to double bar and secure
every possible means of Ingress, in
order to thwart a mob of Iron workers, whom, rumon stated, were en
route to this city to lynch William
Handy, a South Carolina miner, who
was arrested last night and brought
to the county Jail on a charge of killing Policeman Mhumaker.
Until dawn the guard closely
watched every move outside and Inside the Jail but when the mob failed to materialise at that time, and
phone messages from South Bethlehem made it certain that there waa
no mob coming, the sheriff permitted
the watchers to go home.
The Killing.'
Complaint was made to the police
at South Bethl&hem, the Iron works
town, yesterday that a negro miner,
partly intoxicated
had Insulted a
numr.er -- f white womm an J girls,
and the police force was ordered to
secure the man. He was discovered
near a saloon by Policeman Hhumak-e- r,
who immediately
him.
arrested
At first the negro showed no fight,
but as they walked to vard the city
holdover, he suddenly pulled a gun
and before the officer could grasp hia'
arm, had. tired a shot In to Stiuraak-er'- a
body, causing Instant death. With
a bound. Handy was lost In the darkness and the small crowd which collected at sight of the arrest waa unable to catch the slayer.
Taken to I
For several hours a search was
kept up, the killing having taken
place shortly after dark. Patrolman
MoCue, a close friend of Shumaker,
was a leader ln the search and his
knowledge of negroes enabled him to
successfully capture
the man who
killed his brother officer. He found
Handy hiding In a low groggery and
dragged him out. Unfortunately for
Handy, quite a crowd of Iron workers at this moment, passed the saloon and the officer had a fight to
save his prisoner from a lynching.
As It was Handy was badly damaged
by blows from the furious men.
In order to safeguard the prisoner,
he was brought to Kaston and con-linIn the county Jail.
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"iipt. K. O. Auoten hits returned to
V'".is from a trip to Tex:i.
Pr. F. It. Iloniero. of Rstancla. was
In Santa Fe yesterday on business.
Mrs. Payne arrived In Ihe city yesterday morning on the llyer from
Lhs

Stillwater, a sister of Mr. Donart, who
nan oeen visiting in Santa Fe for sev
eral months.
Rnmona Rodrlguej! nnd Miss Lizzie
Rodriguez, of Luniberton. Kin Arriba
county, were among yesterday's ar- re.
iivhis in
Sllss Florence
Hosklns
Miss
r ranees faldwrll of Trinidadandreturn
ed to I,s Vegas this morning from
.i
resort.
nndelarla Galleinis, i.f Atrlsconnd
J.isto Candelarla. of San
Ignaclo,
tie psranieii a marriage license yesterday by Probate Clerk Walker.
District Attornev S. Tt Iinvl. t- of Las Vegas, member of the law firm
or - ies and Davis, was In Snnta t.'o
yesterday and today on legal busi
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compilations, furnished at the request
of the railway and warehouse commission, of the passenger revenues
Tennessee.
tor May ami June, the months that
law became effective, comthe
Milliard, of Ins Vegas, left
pared with an average two months'
this morning for a trip over tho
V. V7 4,'
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Engineer F, C. Smith has returned
to work at Las Vegas after being off samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorapanied by her two children, has gone conduct the business along modern
J, D, EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
for some time on account of the ill- tive, and my Book on either Dvsdcd- - to Stillwater, Oklahoma, where she and
lines. The store will
sla. The Heart or The
ness of his little son.
Kidneys. will visit her parents. She was ac- be open for business
on Monday, SepTroubles of the Stomach, Heart or companied by Miss Eda Donart of tember 2.
Xew boilers for the Lns Vegas Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
Don't make the
roundhouse have been unloaded and deeper ailment.
will be placed in the boiler house lr. common error of treating symptoms
iniy. symptom treatment is treating
a short time.
021 North First Street.
the result of your aliment, and not
Phone No. 489
Arthur Mlnnlum has resigned his the cause. Weak Stomach
position as fireman at the Castaneda the inside nerves mean nerves
Stomach
boiler house In Las Vegas,
weakness, always.
And the Hesrt.
and. Kidney as well, have their
Fireman J. Cooley1 has returned lo
or Inside nerves.
Weaken
work on the second district after a these nerves, and you Inevitably
vs.
have
lay off on account of illness.
organs.
weaK vital
Here is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its
serEngine 0139 is being
fame. No other remedy even claims
vice on the Hot Springs branch out to
AIbo
treat the "ir.side nerves."
of Las Vegas.
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or
complexion,
Shoop's
use
Re
Dr.
State of Ohio, City or Toieflo,
Lucas County. sa.
storative.
Write me today for sam
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop. Rala senior partner of the firm of F. J. cine, Wis. The Restorative is sold by
Cheney & Co., doing business In the all dealers.
City of Toledo. County and Btate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
Are you looking for someming? Re
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot member the want columns of The
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh Evening Citizen are for your especial
Soutlme.4tern Brewery
A lee Company.
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
benefit It talks to the people and
Sworn to before me and subscribed In they talk to you.
my presence, this 6tn day of December,
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Must Railroad Within State
Comply With Safety
Appliance Law?

VI

27.
State
Denver. Colo.. AukuM
and federal courts all over the country are watching with Interest the
attitude taken by the United States
circuit court of appeals for the eighth
circuit which meet In Denver Sept.
i on the question of what constitutes
Interstate commerce as applied te
railroads that have their lines confined strictly to one state. The particular cases that come up for decision are four alleged violations against
the safety appliance laws and the defendants are the Denver & Hlo t!ran-dthe Santa Fe and the Colorado &
Northwestern.
The test case which Is being looked forward to with so much Interest
all over the country Is entitled the
United States of America against the
Colorado & Northwestern railway. The
charge is a violation of the safety
appliance law with regards to stand
ard couplers, the road still using the
old style link and pin Instead of the
modern appliance that couples by Impact without the necessity of the men
between the cars, as Is provided In
the federal law on the subject of
safety appliances.
Itulcxl In lload'a Favor.
When the government attorneys
sought to have the Colorado & Northwestern fined for violating the law.
Judge Lewis ruled against the district
attorney and in favor of the railroad.
He Insisted that the road had Its origin In the state, was not directly Involved in the earning of Interstate
commerce and that It could not come
within the provisions of the safety appliance laws.
The court of appeals will consequently be called upon to decide
whether a railroad with limits in the
state is an Interstate road. It Is Relieved that this Is the first time the
question ever came up under the
safety appliance acts.
Prominent attorneys are of the
opinion that Judge Lewis will be overruled In his decision and that the
higher court will decide that if the
road accepts commercial articles for
a continuous carriage from
outside
the state, that notwithstanding that It
only exists as a road in Colorado, it
will be declared to be engaged in
Interstate commerce and will .have to
pay the fine Imposed for such violations.
.I
Flagrant Violations.
The cases against the Santa Fe in
particular are said to be flagrant violations of the safety appliance laws.
These cases are scheduled for Sept.
9, although the date may have to he
changed on account of failure to hear
other cases set before them.
The court will hold it first session
on Sept. 2. and there are fifty-focases in all on the docket. The three
rooms of the United States district attorney will be occupied by the
Judges, and Attorney Cranston and
assistants will be transferred to the
Mjtable bull.i
until the court
'
",- sessions arc ended.
e.
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Kt.
Paul, Minn.. August 27. If
railroads
northern transcontinental
put 1n an increase of lumber rates as

proposed, lumber dealers of the west
will make an appeal to the Interstate
commerce commission, according fj
a statement by K. L. McCormack of
Tacoma, Wash., who has Just had a
long conference with James J. Hill on
the lumber rate question. Mr. McCormack, one of the most widely
known lumber men in the west, is
officer and prime mover In the Pacific
Coast
Manufacturers'
association,
which is leading the fight against an
Increase in rates.
'The manufacturers and lumbermen of the west are preparing to
make a great fight," he said. "If
railroad plana go on as expected there
will be aiO increase on lumber frnm
the Pacific coast to eastern points of
10 cents per 100 on October 1. In
other words, the rate will be moved
up from 4 0 cents to 50 cents, an
amount that will spell ruin for many
lumber men of the west. Our profits
are running too close to the margin,
to be comfortable, and an Increase
may mean that we will have to go to
other parts of the country for our
markets."
MINNESOTA HO!S SHOW IX- LAW.
t'KKASK IMKK
27.
fit. Paul,
Minn.,
August
Though the Injunction suits now in
the federal courts In which the state
has been made a defendant are principally directed at the commodity rate
passenger law Is also
law, the
Involved, and Attorney General Young
has Just compiled figures covering the
passenger law, which shows that the
law, instead of being confiscatory. Is directly the reverse.
The figures are the road's own
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Paint!
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BASE BALL
Clifton
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A. D. K86.

Mclntoish

Browns

Saturday, August 31,
Sunday, September J,
Monday, Labor Day
Admission, SOc.

A. W. GLEASON,

THE

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure ts taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for
(Seal.)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY

ft CO.. Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Card signs, "noon.t ror Rent."
"Board," etc., for sale t the office of
The Evening Citizen.
The Limit or Life.
The most eminent medical sclent-Itst- s
are unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of whVch the
race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
Is Electric Hitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
1 his great remedy
NlOlncrs rriCCl.
God-sen- d
to w omen, carrvinsr
ern throucrh
j their most critical
ordeal with safetv and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a rrmditlnn more favorable to soeedv recovery The child is
rn
also healthy, strong ana
n ax so ry.
t h ttv
j u
pood uatured. Our book
Motherhood," is worth Mil
its weight in cold to every u "
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Oradfietd Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ca.
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Rooting

First and Marquette

Alboqoerqae, New Mexico
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Albuquerque
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Foundry and
ST.
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Machine

Works

S. HALL. Proprl0ior

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Car. Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbtt Metal: Columns an,) Iro
Fronts for Buildings.
Stopmtr
on Mining mnd mill MicMntrv Bomoimit.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N.
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from erm;i colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Cclic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a l etttr itdicine.
over, l'uv it now.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer

PAINT

S

Covers more,

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

FlItST

STREITT

AXD

COL

AVE.

looks

Plaster,

best.

Lime,

AUirQCERQCE,

NEW
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A. C. IS1I.ICKE and JOITV S. MITClIKIX lnrlte their friends to mak
.'sew Mexico headquarter, at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los
Angeles, California

Tour friendship

and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy and
ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cart stop at the Hollenbeck door.

attention to guests

la a pleasure
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NEW YORK, BIG HUMAN ANT HILL, IS

OLD

OPENING ITS PASSAGES UNDER RIVERS

:

'V ferOh sJk

111 I

I

This underground railroad has its
business world. The multitudes who
ride have cash, and cash may be
spent underground as well as on
Broadway. Big hotels have entrances
of their own. Department stores connect with subterranean stations. Office buildings do likewise. There are
news stands, flower shops, a drug
near
and
store and a rathskeller,
23d-there is a whole block of
underground stores.
But even all this was not enough
for the New York ant. He wanted to
burrow under the rivers on either
side, and he has.
Two Stool Tunnels
The Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Co., has driven two steel-bor- e
Hudson, and
tunnels under the
trains will be running through at
least one of them this fall.
The
downtown terminal will be under the
largest office building in the world,
Dey
now rising at Fulton, Church,
The train platform
and Cortland-sts- .
will be two stories underground.

27.
New York, Aug..
Within a
few months New York, will be more

where
than ever the human ant-hil- l,
up and
men will go to and fro
down, both and forth, from home to
business, business to club, club to
theater, never seeing the sun nor the
emerge
they
stars except
when
temporarily from a wonderful series
passages.
of subterranean
Six big tunnels under the rivers
will make the ant-hi- ll
almost complete.
One
of these is open already,
though not for passenger
traffic.
Three more will be ready Inside of
a few months. Within a year two
more will be added, and then the
human ants may hurry from place
to place In Manhattan, and burrow
acro
to Jersey on one side or over
to Bronkly on the other.
Narrow little
Island
Manhattan
cannot stretch sideways or lengthwise.
She has already stretched up

Uif

-

-

'

I

Manhattan

"'

ujuTiu

"

Ku way
Stores
TVia,.. i.
ic

almost as far as she dares, and now
Because ane has used up all the oth- er dimensions, she is beginning to
make streets and avenues under the
ground.
Work I.Ike
ntt
In the early morning
the New
York ants hurry from their homes
and dive like chipmunks
into the
s in the ground whose attractive
entrance kiosks proclaim
sub- i.v.
wav Ktati..n
1.
Tiir.
huri-i'- 1
already,
most everywhere
and
, 1.. ......... .1..
.
'
r.
1.. escape the unpleasant weather and
the sunshine. The human ants can
go a little more (ulckly, and, they
think, a little more comfortably,
so nil through the twenty-four
hours the hurrying
trains
drag their burdens back and fortn
down underneath the streets
and
the skyscrapers.
d:iy a half million
riile in the subway.
y
It is a complete underground
organization, with an army of
f una men to operate It. There
are
guards, trackmen
.
.:V.U'h.'""-,.V.r:
tieal'.y everything
untie) around
railroad has. iut luilit-repair sh ips and storage tracks.
Longest lUde
The longest direct )ile on the sub- -

JL

priss'-n-g-i-

rail-Wa-
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Stop That Cold
roldiorflrlrfe'rlth

"PreTontlrg"

tneatu suru di leal for l'timmiimiu. To itop a cold
it run and ba
with l'revi'iiiu a i. siif. r ntn vo
diluted to cure It afterwunU. To lie iurn. pro.
Ttinuca w ill cure evtn a deeply touted roM, but
tuki-early ut the neete utuire tlu-- tuvnk, or
Tlmt' surely twtu-rlmd cjB thesa early coM.
Thut'i K liy they are oal led I'reveutlr.
No Rntn.
Provuuticsare little tandy Cold

lt

j

....
City

Krt
one-four- th

re

'V.. V,",k;, c' n?t, "
a
''' thf,
'''ilvania li
"y,' "V to tn" "eW
Ji, i
"r M ,. 'raI years 4.000 men have
,
working on the Hudson river
pronaniy zu.niio men are
orking on the Pennsylvania tunnel
from New Jersey to Dong Island unter-ho-

"

der the entire width of Manhattan.
This tunnel, together with the
new station, will cost $100,-001- ),
OIMI.
Two tunnels connecting New York
and Brooklyn are nearly ready for
operation, thus extending the Manhattan subway system into the borough of lit klyn.
This is to be
opened in about two months.
So that, when all this Is finished
and it is scarcely more than a matter of months the New York nnts
will see less of the sun and stars
all day and all night,-alontheir sub
pavigeH fir the sake of'
saving fivi niinuin eery day.

a Bluff.

Flro Insurance

LOANS
Have negotiated loans
on Albuquerque real estate for the past 20 years,
without a single loss to
loaner. Safety and satisfaction to both parties.

ABSTRACTS
Abstract of title

tarn-

ished on Bernalillo County proparerty on short notice. The only set of ab-

stract boohs that Is up to

Salome. ArlJ!., August 27. Of the
date. Prices reasonable.
many new mining dlstr.cts which
to
the front of
have rapidly come
bite, the Harcuvar mountain section
In northern Yuma county is a notaquite recently
I'tvtll
ble example.
this district has been almost inacces-sablhaving been located 60 miles
from a railroad and in a desert section which made it impracticable to
prospect or develop anything but the
highest grade properties. The buildining of the Arizona 4k California railroad from Wickenburg to Barker, on
the Colorado river has made a great
change and many outside men have
come Into this section during tne
for
past eight months to locate or purchase some of the numerous properties which can now be developed and
worked with handsome profits. A
number of individual operators and
companies are now taking out ore
and several have been shipping all
summer despite the hot weather. On
account of the many fine showings
made late in the spring there has
this summer, as
been no shut-dow- n
Is usual in many of the desert camps
of Arizona.
The new district Is located from 8
to 12 miles from Salome on the Arizona & California railroad, and can
be reached from there or from Wen-dea neighboring town, both of
which are growing rapidly.
Hamivar ltange.
The main Harcuvar range Is similar to many of the desert mountains,
granite core
being a coarse-graine- d
forced up through the desert and ispurolated from the surrounding ranges
by broad valleys covered with grease-woo- d
The
cactus.
Harcuvar
and
range is about 35 miles long and
flanked on the northerly side by
and alternating layers of schist
and lime reefs, the lime and schists
probably
several
approximating
thousand feet In thickness w.iere
range
not
exposed.
has
The
most
been thoroughly prospected as yet,
but the principal mineralized portion
now seems to oe a belt about 12 miles
long, due north of Salome between
Cunningham pass and Tank pass. In
this section the main granite range
Oa)OSXMOS)OS)OSX2m09KmOSKm09K)
is crosscut by a very uniform system
of dark colored igneous dikes, runFinest Whiskies
ning northwesterly and southeasterly
and standing nearly vertical. In size
ranging from a few inches to nearly
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
200 feet In thickness and some of tlo-- t Amcrlonn Block, per ton.. $8.50
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
them being continuous for six or sev- Anthracite Nut, per ton
$8.50
en miles in length.
Antliraclte Stove and Furnace
SAMPLE AND
Kliyollte Dyke.
per ton
$0.50
1
West Railroad Avenge
There are also numerous rhyollte
CLUB WOOMB
dikes with a more easterly trend,
but as far as developed these seem to
bear no apparent relation to the ore
bodies, as of 200 or more claims located and now being; developed, nearr--o
ly all are in close proximity to the
DltY CEDAR
dark colored dikes, either on the conPINION
tact with the granite or in between
AND TORNILLO.
two parallel dikes. Associated with
or in between the dikes there is nearTERMS STRICTLT CASH.
ly always more or less decomposed
granite, locally known as white porphyry and it is generully in this white
porphyry that the ore bodies occur.
The veins are nearly always barren
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
or very small on the surface, in some
cases there being a few inches of
hematite, limonlte or copper-staine- d
Iron accompanlng the dikes on the
surface.
Old Ctmlnglinm.
The old Cunningham property In
Cunningham pass was taken over on
a bond and lease last winter by J.
V. Boone of Ulobe, who Is now down
2H0 feet and has taken out enough
CAN YOV BEAT THIS?
ore to pay for the mine. Mr. Boon
has been a regular shipper all sum-me- n
and In September will Increase
In the way of bakery products? Cerhis hoisting cniMiclty. The quick sucvAth the foot
cess attained by Mr. Boone, Victor &
tain it U that you'll travel many a
Belle Crown and others has encourmile to even equal our cakes,
aged other prospectors and owners
The flexible sole Red Cross weary
pastry,
pies,
roll, etc. Our goods
lonew
ground has been
and much
Shoe is
are always In demand, because those
cated this summer, upon which
from
eastColorado
To
and
l.
now
being done or
who know appreciate their excel'he start.
will be as soon as the weuther cools.
points. On sale daily
ern
lence.
But don't forget our bread
Now
100
Milium.
The burning and
our principal prldo and source of our
until Sept 30th. ReNoting the effect of the Igneous
dikes In the granite, a number of
:aused by stiff soles nnd the success.
turn limit October
parties have gone down Into the lime
svils
of thin soles aie preand schist foothills this summer, and
Rates to principal points.
after some prospecting have located
vented
PIONEER BAKERY
by the Red Crc ss. It
Denver
and
return
$23.70,
probably 100 claims in the lime and
schist belt. While the surface Is
snables a woman to be on her
907 South First Stiwt
and
Colorado
return
Springs
leached, shallow prospecting and loFeet for hours at a time with
cation work has revealed the existPueblo
and
return
$20.75,
ence of large deposits of low grade
:omfort.
ores
carbonate
$18.95, Chicago and return
with
occasional
e
streaks and bunches of
St.
and
Louis
return
$53.30,
A stylish
sulphide ores, and while the ore now
THE
shown up will not average as rich as
reKansas
and
City
$52.90,
the ores developed In the granite, Die
shoe that's
bodies are much larger. In some casturn $44.55, Norfolk and re
es ore being exposed for a width of
absolutely
turn (60 day limit) $72.90.
tin feet, n nla bally upon the Cobralla
The
and I'utimatum groups, near Tank
romfortcbh
Standard lluilwajr of Mexico
pass. The deepest workings are now
SovAccount I. O. O. F.,
only about 3a feet, but at this depth
Traverses the Republic
the values In copper and gold are Inereign Grand Lodge.
creasing with every foot sunk and
From the north to the south
the amount of sulphides has materiand with Its branch lines reachally increased with depth.
St. Haul or Minneapolis and
es
the mHt Important cities,
In the I'ltlmntum claim, where a
such as Chihuahua. Torreon,
return $52.10. Tickets on
dike cuts the lime, a large deposit of
Zaratecas, Agunsoallentes, San
hematite and limonlte over 1)9 feet
N: 81, RtJ &
Iouls, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-to- ,
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
In diameter Is exposed rind the dike
Pail
Guadalajara,
C!l
Wucbrt
ilself. about S feet thick. i turned
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
fj.oo
to solid iron for a distance of 50 0 to
City of Mexico
The
Bun feet away from the lime. A numCall at Ticket Office for Parand many other places worth
ber of new Companies have been
).foul?,
ticulars.
seeing.
formed during the pat two months
to develop t lie properties In the
The Itlchevt Mining, I.uni!xr
IjuiuU
and the lime belt ami this
and Cattle I'dmIiu-Iiiliprh Shoes,
winter will see a luge amount of
Made Acoessllile by This
E.
T
PURDY, Agent.
development done.
Grout System.
$4.00
Ilurqnii llala Mino
The Harqua llala mine of old
Let us fit you.
Bonanza, located eight miles south
Can learn of much that U
of Salome, in the Harqua mountains
Intensely Interesting and create
Is dropping 20 stamps regularly and
a desire to visit the
next week will start the other 20
stamps. The tramway
connecting
the Uolden K.igle claim wllh the mill
Is running well and all of the ore
now beig milled is taken from tln121 Railroad Annua
by obtaining a map folder of th.
lohleii K.igle claim.
A new
power hoist has Just neen leMexican Central Hallway, as In
t
a
eched and
It are to be found brief sketchworking shaft will be started this
es of plaos end things in Mexmonth on the old Bonanza claim, to
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
get below th" old workings which
and historical value, have no
AND CURE
LUNC5
are now caved In. About iB.iioo.iino
equal In the world.
in gold were taken from this claim
Folders, rates and all Inforabov,. the ami level many ye irs ago
mation furnished on application
before the advent of the rai'roid and
WITH
the new owners will now devcloo the
property to the f.uu level. About Ml
C. F. BERNA
Our work is as our name
nun are now being employed nod
Commercial Agent
the force will be doubled In another
month with the starting of the other implies, and our charges are
EL PASO, TEXA3.
l'i) stamps and the new shift.
sm
em
PRICE
right.
W. I). MUKOOCK,
v.i
Trlkl Botti. Free
Ko.iol for ltnpg stior, and DyspepPassengtu- - Truffle Manager.
rOLOS
sia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
AMS Al I THROAT ANH IVKG TROUBLES.
J. C. MclOXALI,
and contains the same juices found
Oenl. Pass. Agent.
In a healthy stmiach.
GUARANTEED SATISKACIOlii
It dieesu
m .111 Uf aitiXlUO,
MEXICO, g
TKT1?TT'MnTT
y
O
r
by
O'JIiel-lwr.UVV
what vju eat. Sold
J. H.
Standard Piumbing&HeatingCo

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Safford, Ariz., August 27. To put
common terms, Juan I'once is a
r,
I'once Is the would-b- e
desperado who shot his wife some
time ago in Morencl and after giving
the authorities a lively cha.se. skipped out, later Bending a threatening
letter to Deputy Sheriff Glen Scot:
of Graham county, daring the olllcer
to follow him. I'once in his letter
to Scott stated that he had a gun and
would use it on the deputy at the
first opportunity, and in the letter
made several other statements which
would Indicate that he was a bad
man.
accepted
Scott immediately
the
challenge of the desperado and in
company with Deputy
Mungla of
Graham county, started for Silver
Bell, where
It
was reported that
Ponce was In hiding. Lpon arrival
In that camp, the officers were Informed that I'once had taken to the
hills, and they started at once in pur
suit. The mountains around Silver
Bell were thoroughly scoured, but
no Ponce was to be found. In dis
gust the two deputies abandoned the
chase and returned to Silver Bell.
Wum XiH I'once.
Shortly after their return to the
camp, much to their surprise they
were informed that Ponce was in a
building down the street a short way
and was making no effort to keep
his presence in town a secret.
The
otlicers at once started for the build
ing where the outlaw was said to be.
and finding a man they supposed to
be Ponce, they placed him under ar
rest. The man who was arrested do
nied that he was the one wanted,
however, claiming that he was a min
er, and saying that the first he had
ever heard of Ponce was when a
paper containing the story was re
ceived at Sliver Bell. The two depu
ties from Graham were rather in
ellned to believe the man's straightforward story and after a short time
they were able to verify his state
ments and he was turned loose
Brave Bad .Mull?
Ponce Is evidently one of those bad
men who grow brave as the distance
be
between him and his pursuers
iconics Kicaier. i nai ne was in mi
t i jen dl one mile l.f lieneeil uv
both Scott and Mungla, and the local
authorities are also inclined to the
same belief.
Ponce after putting some distance
between himself and the Graham
county olllcer, who was on his trail,
being strong in the belief that he was
safe, wrote the challenge
to Scott
and then made for Silver Bell. He
evidently heard from outside sources
that the otlicers hail taken up the
gauntlet which he had so lecklessly
thrown down, and hit the trail. When
he saw that his hand had been called
by the olllcer from Morencl, ponce
lost his nerve and Immediately took
steps to get out of the way.
A party of twenty-si- x
mining men
has arrived at Iis duces from Kansas. Mr. Mct'ollough, the
general
n
manager of the
mine brought them out to look over
mining properties.
It in
four-tlushe-

Bennett-Stephenso-

BITTERS
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190 7.

Begister.

"Itcgular os llie

in expre

:o:i

Sinn."

;.s old as the

Appetite, Dyspepsia,

race.'

No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun
the most regular perform-- I

digestion,

1

once In the universe, unless it Is
the action r,f the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all drug- s:8ls.

25c.

Two business lots on corner. A bargain. This
week only.

COAL

WOOD

John

S.

Beaven

j

In-

Constipation,

General Weakness,
somnia or Malaria.

In-

J003003)
The St. Elmo
20

No breaking in
needed
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aching
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high-grad-

Mexican Centra!

three-compa-

expect to get the
full measure of tnjoymc-n- t
out of life you must first se
that the stomach and digestive organs are kept strong
and hea'thy by using the
It cures Poor
Bitters.
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j

cash and balance in payments to suit
chaser with 8 per cent interest

If You Want A

I

(.Xir---

$850

Three room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

P 1 I JKJ $200

Ilar-cuva-

roit vi bmoatiov
of the Interior, Land

NOTici:

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the
stallment plan. Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty
irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

up-tilt- ed

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up.
on, i,n cultivation of, the land, viz:
Krancisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Kugeiiio Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Klias Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M ; Joso Chavez, of San Mateo, N.

lue, no phytic. r.othiiiK ifrlteiiinz. Nire for the
children and thoruuipi'y unto too. If ymi
hilly. If you siioeze. If you arlie all over, think of
tlTev,MUi,s.
proinptuesi mnv tl fcave half your
11
uiiknei. Arid don 't lortf.-- your c hild.
is
nightor dy. Herein pmb-alil- y
tli
lie Preveniic.' picatest eihciency. hold In
1mx..-- ; for tlei iMK'ket. aiv
6
of 4
in
bos
I'revuiitic. Luittourour druvviu giving you

"ALL DRUGGISTS

Brave Words of Alleged Wife
Slayer Were Merely

Department
e
ut Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice j hereby given thar Cies- encio Martin, of Cabezon. N. M., has
tiled notice of his intention to make
liii.il live year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
ISJJ1. made January 4, l'jOS. for the
lits 7 and S, Sec.tion 30, Township
lti N'., Kange 6 V., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
(Hero, V. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6,

.

reveries

i.-

in

derground tunnel from Jersey
to Hobuken, one
and
miles, making railroad connections,
From Hoboken a two-botunnel
xvl" 1,1
under the river back to

j

1

Telephone 10

Agents for thm bast tire
Insurance companies. Telephone us the amount you
want on your resldense
and household goedt. It
Is danterous to delay.

n,

st

-

!

To chwliMirly

M. R. Summers, Secy.

FOR SALE A

BLOCKS OF

Omiuvtlnn Manliatlnn and lxng
Vast Amount of Capital Used In Vlow of tiliuit Tube Vndcr Knst Illver
Island
Extending Fast Passenger
way Is from South Ferry to 230th
Service to All Parts of
street, over fourteen miles. Express DEFIED AN OFFICER BUT
trains make this in 45 minutes. But
Great Burrough of Manfor five cents one can ride on the
subway as long as he likes by using
hattan and Suburbs.
the crossover.
FLED WHEN HE

i

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

219 West Gold

e,

On Route.

J.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

of Life.

Brooklyn. Long Island and
New Jersey Are Principal
Objective Points
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G. L. Brooks, Pres.

Properties of Former Days
Again Take On Lease
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FOR NEW THEATRE

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F.

PRESIDENT

MANAGING

si'iiscitirmoN uatks.
On year by ninll In advance
One month by mail
One month by carrier wltliln city limit

Regular meeting of the Elk's tomorrow at 8 p. m.
I. S. Miller, of I,ak Valley, is
BROGAN registered nt Sturges' European hotel.
reLouis llfeld. of Ilfeld Bros.,
EDITOR
turned last evening from lns Vegas.
A. J. Frank left for his home at
Algodones this m irning after a fev
days here on business.
manager of the
George Arnot,
Gross, Kelly company, returned last
$5.00 night from a business trip to Las VeSO

60

The only Illustrated daily nrwgpnprr in Xpw Mexico and tlio best
medium of the Southwest.

THE AMU'QrEUQVE

C1TI7.KN IS:
The lending Kcpubllcnn dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Itcpiiblican principles and tlie "Square IHnl."

ALnrornnQVE crraEX has:
theThe
finest equipped job department
The latest

rcxrts

by Associated

In New Mexico.

Press and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIFIST."

3oK YVfiat

He

Desert

The New Mexico Par association did rif?ht In retiring It. H. Ilanna of
Santa Fe from the office of secretary last Friday if for no other reason than
to protect the association from the stigma of allowing a helpless man to be
denounced when he was not only unable to be present but equally unable
to resent the foulest kind of Insults by personal force. The Citizen has but
little to say regarding the speech by Mr. Ilanna In which he denounced Colonel Max Frost, editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican. The Citizen can say
all It has to say In mighty few words.
In the first place common decency on the part of Mr. Ilanna; common
Christian charity would have made him remain silent had every word he
tittered been the truth. But the Citizen does not believe one word of that
speech. The Bar association Indicated by Its vote Just what It thought
and the many people In all portions of New Mexico who have known Colonel Frost for over thirty years and long before R. H. ljanna came to New
Mexico ,wlll denounce such charges as were made by the Santa Fe attorney.
The members of the Bar association voted almost to a man against
R. H. Hanna. Many of them were personally, politically and otherwise opposed to Colonel Frost, but their sense of honor and of decency would not
allow them to endorse by their votes, a man of Hanna's stripe.
The Citizen can not understand the sort of a man who would attempt
to get up In front of an intelligent set of men, such as the Bar association,
and expect to secure sympathy or support by such a cowardly attack on
an absent member.
Either R. H. Hanna Is a very young man who has much very much
to learn or he completely lost self control and threw discretion to the wind.
At all events, the Bar association by its vote, saved Its reputation for honesty and decency. R. H. Hanna was the loser not Colonel Frost.
The only mistake the veteran editor made, was in giving so much space
In his paper In reply to an enemy unworthy of his steel. Colonel Frost has
lived for over thirty years In New Mexico; he has done mnre, perhaps, than
any one man to bring Immigration to this territory and he has worked faithfully and conscientiously for the upbulldlnir of New Mexico, at times when
even the most sanguine were disposed to be faint hearted.
The Citizen does not believe In gushing over any man. Every one has
his faults and the man In this day who would wear a halo, generally dies
young.
A man's private life Is a thing for himself and his God to settle.
It
must be a godly man Indeed who essays to do the holler than thou stunt with
his neighbor.
v
Colonel Frost has lived a goodly portion of his life perhapsperhaps
he has not. A man's life Is not measured by years always. He' Is one of the
.most prominent men In New Mexico today, as' he has been for years.
the fact of infirmities which would retire an ordinary man. Colonel
Frost Is still In the harness and a strong factor In the development of this
.

!)e-api- te

territory.

The attack by Mr. Hanna, coming as It did at the time and place, Is
not pleasing to Intelligent men.
Colonel Frost treated the matter In his usual vigorous way and he does
not cast about for diplomatic words. The Citizen can present no better key
to the astounding speech of R. H. Hanna than the editorial of Colonel Frost
which was published in Monday's New Mexican. It Is as follows:
"In dismissing one It. H. Hanna as secretary of the Territorial Bar association by a vote of
majority at the eltction of officers of that
body last Friday, the association did the right thing at the right time, and
ent Into well merited obscurity a man who should not be allowed to remain
upon its rolls. It 1b an unfortunate fact that the editor of this paper was
primarily responsible for the selection of this man to the position. When
the late attorney general, Edward L. Bartlett, who had been secretary of the
Bar association for fifteen years and who was a gentleman In every sense
of the word, an attorney of worth and probity, a lawyer of ability and learning. Joined the silent majority In 1904, thls editor then and there, believing
that this Hanna possessed qualifications for the position of secretary, requested the then president, William C. Wrigley, to appoint this fellow to the
position. This was done. This editor has made It a practice all his life to
help young men who he thought were deserving, and, while in some eases,
aa In this, he has been repaid by the dirtiest of Ingratitude, and by the most
dirty slanders, aa a rule his efforts have, been appreciated.
At the nexit
meeting of the Bar association hls editor asked several friends to vote
for this Hanna and keep him in office.
"During the last twelve months this individual has taken umbrage at
political and business actions of the editor of this paper. He has taken occasion to circulate slanders, absolutely baseless and groundless, and to secure publications In for sale yellow sheets that were detrimental to the personal and political character of this editor. He knew that this editor had
no chance to defend himself physically, and that the columns of this newspaper would not be used for that purpose, unless It became absolutely necessary for self defense. This point has now arrived.
This fellow, In a
lengthy speech before the Bar association, assailed the writer In a most
cowardly, dirty and venomous maner. His speech was full of malicious
falsehoods and deliberate lies. He was supported in this by one W. C. Reld,
general under the late imbecile fake reform administration, also
a man who had only received up to the time he accepted office under that
regime, simply kindness and consideration and benefits from this writer.
Two other votes were cast for Hanna In addition to his own and Reld's for
as secretary, so the New Mexican Is informed and an apology was
made afterwards for one of these votes. The result, however, shows how the
numbers of the Bar association by a practically unanimous vote looked upon
the question and how they handled It. The result is very gratifying to this
writer, and he certainly feels very grateful and la thoroughly appreciative
of the true spirit of manliness, fairness and Justice shown by the members
of the association who voted to vindicate his character as a member of the
bar and of their association as a citizen and as a man from the foul, cowardly and cruel aspersions and slanders uttered by the defeated candidate
for the secretaryship who desired this as a vindication and as an approval
of his cowardly, malicious and Infamous conduct. Right here It Is proper
to say that It is not often that the editor of the New Mexican appears In
the columns of thl paper In personal defense. Ho ias lived in this territory thirty-on- e
years, and he cannot change what has happened. There is
no use denying that he Is among the best known men In the territory. That
he has enemies, to be sure, but also that he has friends, who have watched
d
his conduct during Ihi almost
of a century, every day of which
he has been more or less in the public eye. Therefore and in order to do
to
his friends and himself he publishes this account of the affair.
Justice
Nothing would have been said In these columns concerning it had this
Hanna not himself made it public. Now It has become a legitimate subject
of discussion !n this paper.
"It has come to the knowledge of this newspaper that this man Hanna
has been engaged In writing communications to government officials making grave charges against federal, and territorial officials and citizens generally. To be sure, these, so the New Mexican understands, are only general In character, but they were intended and calculated to work to the
Injury and detriment of the people of this commonwealth In general and
of the officials and citizens attavked In particular. This matter will be taken up In due course of time and will be thoroughly Investigated. There are
ethers In the same category, some of them citizens of New Mexico, and one
of them a resident of New York, who is connect? j with the water supply
company of this city. These matters will be shown up to the people that
they may know where some of the evil name and foul renutatloa said to
be attached to the people of this territory In the east and in high admin
istrative circles comes from. It is a long lane that has no turn, and tlfe
turn is In sight."
five-sixt- hs

Attorney
W. rrciOr. left this
morning for Santa Fe on legal bu.-;ibefore the
court.
Attorney T. N. Wllkerson retjriu'd
last night from Santa Fe where he
had business with the s jr.it ine cvj':.
Hr. O. S. Keck, of the Albuquerque
Indian school, left this morning for
the pueblo of San Felipe on official
business.
Wesley Harllnd. the boy arrested
yesterday for stealing a bicycle from
another young man by the name of
Mayo, was found guilty today and
fined $10.
Street Commissioner Martin Tler- ney Is busy superintending
the Installing of the new steel cells In the
city Jail. The cages will be ready for
guests in a day or two.
Thomas K. K. Madison, of this city- Is in Santa Fe for the purpose of tak.
ing an examination before the territorial supreme court for admission
to the bar of New Mexico.
Mrs. M. W. Flournoy, who returned
last evening from California, will be
Joined here November 1st by Mr. arid
Mrs. Anilrus and baby, who will re
main during the winter.
Herbert J. Hagerman, recently re
moved as governor of New Mexico,
has changed his mind about shipping
his household goods to Albuquerque
to be auctioned off, and has shipped
them to Roswell instead.
Mrs. L. J. Rummell, who conducts
fashionable boarding house at 222
West Silver avenue, gave a "(Jet
Even" party last evening to about
forty guests. Dancing was enjoyed
until a late hour, when refreshments
of sherbet and cake were served.
Professor Alfredo M. Sanchez, as
sistant superintendent of public Instruction, arrived here
last night
He
from Santa Fe.
will
leave
Helen
here
for
where he will
an address
deliver
the
before
teachers' Institute In session there.
Later he will do likewise at Clayton.
Allen F. Keller has been awarded
a scholarship to the university by the
county commissioners of Bernalillo
county, which is provided for by an
act of the late territorial legislature.
was made nt a
The appointment
meeting of the commissioners held
yesterday afternoon. Mr. Keller Is a
worthy yeung man.
About thirty colored people of this
city enjoyed a delightful picnic at
'Vhltcomb last Sunday as the :i'ips".b
of Messrs Hramlctt
and Coiemati.
The party left Albuquerque early in
the morning in a carryall and after
spending the day In the mountains,
returned to the city late at nighl.
The only thing that marred their fun
was the rain.
Train No. 10, due In Albuquerque
at 6:30 this morning, had not arrived
at 4:30 this afternoon and at this
late hour the officials at the local
station could give no definite Infor
mation as to when the train might
be expected. The cause of the delay
is reported to be a washout between
Bl Paso and Las Cruces. where the
Hlo Grande united with some arroyas
flushed by recent rains.
Dan Padilla, manager of the Ba- relas Grays, today accepted a challenge from the Socorro Blues to play
at the Gem City on Labor day, pro
viding that the Blues would play a
return game here as soon as the
Traction park grounds can be secured. The Grays defeated the fast
Madrid team last Sunday by a score
of 3 to 1, and are no their mettle.
The Socorro team and the Grays In
a game ought to furnish some pretty
good sport.
Thos. McMIIIln. chief of police, re
ceived a call over the telephone late
yesterday afternoon to hurry up to
some adobe buildings on West TiJeras
avenue, Henry Brown, colored was
about to shoot his wife with a shot
gun. The chief Jumped Into the city
patrol and made a fast run to the
Brown residence. Rushing into the
house expecting to find that maybe
he was too late and that a tragedy
had taken place, the chief was
at what he saw. The bad
Mr. Brown was
lying on the bed
sound asleep, hugging a shot gun
tight In his arms. The woman, however, was really
frightened.
She
told the officer that Brown
had
up
a stone and told her If
Picked
he didn't come to him, he would
kill her. She ran.
.
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CASES DISPOSED

OF

BY SUPREME

COURT

Considerable l!nincs Transacted To
day at Adjourned Term of Now
Mexico llliilit st Tribunal.

Santa Fe, August 27. (Special.)
In the supreme court today the fol
lowing cases were disposed of:
iua5, Solomon Luna, plaintiff In
error vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad com.
pany. defendant in trror, error to
district court of Santa Fe county,
continued for the term.
1101, Roman L. de Baca,
et al,
plaintiffs, Kilomena Perea de Otero,
ft al, appellees, appeal from distrbi
court of Bernalillo county, submitted
on briefs.
1193, Territory of New Mexico, appellee, vs. C. C. Lntapeich. appellant,
appeal from district court. Bernalillo county, continued for the term.
1200, Milbert F. Price and Louis
E. Lyon, partners lining business under the name and style of Puritan
Manufacturing
company, appellant,
vs. M. Tntl and L. Giadl, partners do.
ing business under the name and
style of Toll and Gradl, appellees,
appeal from district court, Bernalillo
county, continued for the terra.
1201. In re W. J. Wilson, disbar
ment, to be argued this afternoon.
1211. Territory of New Mexico, ap
pellee. vs. George 11. Woodward, appellant, appeal from district court
Bernalillo county, continued for m
term.
118, Pecos Valley
Northeastern
Railroad company, appellant, vs. T.
H. Harris, et al, appellees,
appeal
district court. Chavez county,
The Peming Headlight wants the citizens of the windmill town to cut from
argued
and
submitted.
the weeds.
It wasn't so very long ago that you couldn't raise weed In
1199, Jessie Kimmiik. plaintiff In
UemJng.
error, vs. Territory of New Mexico,
error to district court Sierra county,
A Chicago woman Is suing her' husband for divorce bt tause he plays argued and submitted.
yuarr. .ttuicw 10 say, ner name la not lyilly.
De Witt's Little Karlj Risers don't
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
Raton Is facing an Ice famine. Send for Fairbanks quick!
take. Sold by J, II. O' Ritlly & Co.
one-thir-

I

We are Cutting Stock
and are Making a

Work of Remodeling Begun

This

Straight Discount of

Morning-Fixtur- es

Arriving.

gas.

-

Entered an seooml-olns- a
matter at tlio Postofflce of Albnqiirrquc, N. M.,
mnder Act of Congress of .March 3, 1879.

2T, 1007.

HAYDEN GETS CONTRACT

ABOUT TOWN

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

EVENING

20 Per Cent for Cash

A. W. Hayden has been awarded
remodeling
the contract for
the
building at 116 West Gold avenue,
a
which will be transferred
into
theatre, and the work of tearing
down began this morning.
Mr. Hayden's contract calls
for
elevated feats, a new front and box
office stalls and the removing of the
floors and a stage, the work to be
completed by September 15.
company,
The Crystal
Theater
which will occupy the new theater
and Is paying for the remodeling of
the building, Is doing things in a
business like manner.
Mr. Cordler,
who is here superintending the work,
says that if the contractors do their
part in the time specified the new
theater will open by September 15th,
at the latest. Fixtures of the building
have begun to arrive already.
The Insley Cycle company, which
has been occupying the building, is
moving today to 216'i West Gold
avenue.

FIST

FIGHT

IN

HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture, it looks
cool and inviting, and it feels cool and comfortable. When
your
home is furnished with an eye to comfort you needn't run away
from it in summer. You can find anything you need in summer

furnishings at our store.

F . H. Strong

r vvf

Hunter's

T

F.

John Alch, a railroad employe. and
C. W. Mason, of the
Savoy hotel,
were arraigned before I'olice Judge
Craig this morning on the charge of
fighting on the Btreet. It was brought
out in the testimony that while carrying some packages of provisions on
Second street near Silver avenue. Mason was assaulted by Alch and that
Mason dropped his bundles and pro
ceeded to protect himself. A vigorous
fight ensued which was witnessed by
a large crowd of people. Alch claimed that Mason had been lying about
him which was the reason he attack
ed him, but Mason protested that he
did not know the man. Alch was
fined $25, which he paid, and Masjri
was discharged.
Mason is also reported to
have
gotten the better of the fight, which
took place In front of the postotlice
last evening about 5:30 o'clock.
HAD LOOT

Ammunition
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Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out They're just
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.
Sm

o

(AP1I1C

MARKETS.
New York Money Market
New York,
August
27.
Prime
mercantile paper 6 6 Vs. Money on
call steady,

2'i2

L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Har- rington & Richardson
Revolvers

-

If you need anything in this line call or write to us

De Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. II. O'RIelly & Co.
I

Ta

A

a

Ammunition By the Car Load

PILED

Las Vegas, N. M., August 27.
When Morris Pendlx, cashier for
Bacharach Bros., one of the largest
general merchandise firms of this
city, started to enter the store las:
night after closing time in order to
go to his room in the same building,
he frightened away two men who had
piled up nearly $2,000 worth of silks
and other valuable goods near a rear
door which they had opened and
through which they evidently Intended to carry the stuff to a nearby wagon. The men heard the front door
open and managed to escape. They
carried away goods worth about $50.

;

.-

i.
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and

UP NEAR DOORWAY

TKM-X-
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Winchester Repeaters

Delight
A Good Gun

OF POSTOFFICE

1

Cornerr2dgandCopper

t
Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
strong-butto- ns
on with strong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as
Sw-- ,

4.

Chicago Wool Market.
Chicago, August 27. Sheep 2.000
Steady to 10 lower. Western, $3.25'
5. SO: yearlings. S5.6U4f6.40; lambs,
$5.4011 7.60; western, $5.407.60.

Silk-lini-

Kansas' City Wind Market.
Kansas City, Mo., August 27.
Sheep, 6,000. Steady. Muttons, $5.00
to 5. 75; lambs. $6 . 50 'ti 7 . 35;
range
wethers, $5 (to fi 5 . 60; ewes, $4.25))
5.50.

ngs

Sl,

.

$3 00, $4.00,

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. August 27. Cattle about
7.0OO. Steady to 10
Beeves
lower.
$3 .0 ii 5 . 50 ;
cows
$4.307.25;
Texas steers. $3 . 75 ii Itf 5 . 25; calves,
$5 40 fi $7 . 50; stockers and feeders.
S2.60'f S5.00; western cattle, $4.25
& $6.60.

guarantee

We

every

&G.OO
iip

to the

X XXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXT
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., August 27. Cattle, 5,000, Including 2,0(X) southerns.
Steady to strong. Southern
steers,
$3. 65 g 4. 65; southern cows. $2. 00 to PENSIONS GRANTED
WE FILL
3.35; cows and heifers, $2 . 25 to 6 00;
stockers and feeders, $3.25to5.75:
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
bulls,
$2. 25 'n 3.90; calves $4. 00 to
TO NEW MEXICANS
$5.00: western steers, $4.00to6.KO;
western cows, $2.60to4.00.
At Consistent
Washington, D. C, August 27.
Chicago Wheat Market
Prices
have been
Chicago. August
27. December The following pensions
granted to New Mexico veterans:
wheat. 6B; corn. December, 58
Antonio Jose Alarquez, El Kito, J
oats, December. 47 H.
Chicago, August 27. Pork. Octo- per month from June 27. 1S02.
Joseph H. I.undberg. Fort Hayard,
ber, 18.07'i; lard. October, 9 . 1 7 i :
$S per month from Sept. 22, 1906.
.85.
ribs, October. J.g2'J
Frederick Wolfel. San Marclal. 12
New York, August 27. Lead dull.
$5.05W$5.25. Copper dull. $18.2541' per month from November 17, 1900.
lu per
Aaron Vuncannon, laos,
lit.; sliver 68.
month from March 6. 1907.
Jose 11. Jaramillo, Santa Fe, $20
Piles get quk-and certain relW
April 22. 1907.
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment. tier monthK. from
Uooch, Iteming, 12 per
James
Please note it is made alone for month
26. 1906.
November
from
Piles, and its action Is positive and
O. Cole, Kast Ias- Vegas.
certain. Itching, painful, protruding $12Charles
per
month from March 4, 19u7.
or blind plies disappear like magic by
glxst
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
Jars 50 cents. Sold by al' dealers.
TXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

high

or S7.00
standard

represent.
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School Suit we sell to hold
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B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

COMMERCE.
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BANK

AVE-
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OFF FOR SCHOOL
The boys ami girls will be off for
school shortly and if they need anywe
are
thing in wearing apparel
prepared to fit them out with i'lolh-inWe sell
the
Hats ami Shoes.
well known "Muster ltrown"
Shoes
('.iris.
hoes
fur Hoys and
Other
a nice
tl.Ht and up. We are selling
line of girls wiish dresses al a big reduction. Hoys' knee pants, all sizes,
L'5c, 50c and T5c. Hoys' knee pants
suits. t2.H0 to $4.50. Hoys' long
pants ults, fi. SO to 16.00; Hoys'
caps, 25c and 50c; Hoy's hats 25c
to $l.i5; Hoys' suspenders, 5c, 10c
and 15c per pair; Hoys' shirts, 25c
to 50c; Hoys' waists, 25c to 50c. We
carry a big line of drets Ginghams,
To
t'alieos. Shirting, and I'ercales.
each boy and girl buying a pair of
Huster Hrottn ' thoes we will give
school tablet free.
'.sll HI YFIISVM.I'NION.
DOLDE
122 X. 2nd St.
g.

Sour
Stomach

No sppetlto, loss el strength, nervot
ness, headAche, oonsttpatlon, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach aw, all due to indigestion.
Kodol relieves indigestion. This newdlicor-er- y
represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined vith the greatest known tonla
and reconstructive properties. Kodol (or
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps til stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining me stomacn.
Mr. S. 3. Ball, of RaTantwood,
wit troublad with tour afemach
Kodol cur ad tut aod we are ae

"--

lur babr."

FOR

BACMCMI-.WKA-

K
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ior twenty 7 era.
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KIDMIVS
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ftaWITTS KIDNEY an4 BLADDER PlUS-t- art
Prepared b, L O. OeWITT OO., Chlca

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

1

ALBERT FA&ER'Sl

a.

308-31- 0
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Advnnlnirev of llift- - Ilalloons
than
"A big balloon Is not faster

EA. J. MALOY

naturally slay

ASSISTANCEMAPS

The place toa. get anything m the line ot the
-

V

mm.

m

H

tamous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS
m

and VEGETABLES

K

A full line always in

P
B

Places Where Territorial Fair
Balloun May be Seen
by Public.
Aeronaut Ulnndln hns Just received from the disbursing department
of the House of Representatives a;
Washington, through the courtesy of
large
V. H. Andrews, a
8 by fl foot map of the tnite(rStatis
on which he is making- calculations
preparatory to his
of distances
frpe flight In his balloon at the close
of the territorial fair. T'sing Albuquerque as a center,
Mr. Blondln
drew circles In red on the map to
nhow the relative distances of various points from this city. Within the
radius of the first circle, which represents a distance of a hundred miles
come such towns as Santa Rosa. San
Maroial and Fort W'lngvito: within
Delt-KHt- e

stock
Our Prices ARE right

You know the goods

the second circle, or at a distance of
200 miles are Creede. Colo., Texlca
Ariz.
Holbrook,
Las Cruees and

CIXIXXXI

In

HELL

the air longer than

a small one. A balloon, when It Is at
equilibrium, is the same weight as
the air It. displaces and moves at the
same speed as the wind. For this reason, and the fact that he feels no
rush of wind, the aeronaut loses the
sense of motion while in flight. He
se n the earth far beneath him slipping past, but he does not feel any

214 Central Avenue
B

PHILADELPHIANS

a small one and the only advantage
of a gas bag of Immense size is Its
A big balloon will
lasting powers.

T

motion of the balloon. The only lime
he s ever conscious of the motion of
the balloon is when it Is ascending
or descending: nt suh times the balloon Is seeking its level of equilibrium
and a rush of air Is felt. In ascending
with a velocity due to weight of balby
last thrown out. or descending
reason of escaping gas, the balloon
acquire momentum and the resistance of the air to this momentum Is
made evident by u sensation of wind.
Motions of IbiUoon
"In traveling a balloon partakes
of two motions, one following th
wind and the other a slow gyratory
motion. It has not yet been determined what is the actual cause of
this latter movement, but it Is Inferred by most aeronauts that it is
due to a primal Impulse given the
car during the operation of cutting
loose from the ground.
"This gyratory motion la one reason the compa's Is rendered useless
should the balloon ascend above a
bank of clouds where the earth cana
seen.
not
be
In
such
loses
position
aeronaut
the

r

Motel
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OPEN'.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
Sundays
10 to 12 a. in., 2 to
and
5 p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. in.
Friday Nights Ilesorved for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized
j;

V

--

-

mi

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock

ana

aioragB

Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Tin

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.
General

Wlthta the third circle, at a distance
of 300 miles, are Pike's Peak, Panhandle, Tex.. Williams, Ariz., and
Rancherla. Mex. Within the circle
which is 400 miles from Albuquerque
there are encountered points in Utah
Wyoming, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Republic of .Mexico, and
Arizona.
The purpose of these calculations is
to enlighten the aeronaut as to tho
places in the vicinity uf which he lit
apt to make a landing when upon a
balloon flight.
listaiuv From Water
Aeronaut Blondln has also made
a table showing the distances from
Albuquerque of large bodies of water.
The nearest large body of water on
the southwest is the Uulf of California at a distance of 4 85 miles; on
the northwest at a distance of 45
miles is the Great Salt Lake; on the
southeast, 750 miles away is the Gulf
of Mexico, .and on the northeast Is
Lake Michigan, 1.125 miles distant.
Mr. iilondin uses this large map
to make his calculations upon, but
on the balloon trip he will use small
maps such as are issued by the U. tS.
These are
Postolttce department.
the regulation post route maps and
every
they show
road, stream, village
mountain range, etc. With the aid of
these maps the aeronaut can always
of
the
determine Just what part
country he is passing over. In speakog ballooning.
ing on the subject
Aeronaut Blondln said this
niorn- -

Jobbing

BAD MAN'S

inn

ENDED

ERS HELD SHORT

305 West Gold
meeting of the county
At the
commissioners yesterday the following persons were appointed delegates
Irrigation
to attend the
National
congress soon to be held in Sacramento. Cal.: K. B. Clarke. William
45 Minutes of Amusoinont
Menaul, Herman Blueher, Deslderlo
Kuquerio
Montoya and
Barela.
These delegates were named because
of their familiarity with subject of
experience in
irrigating and their
agricultural projects in the south-est.
At the meeting also the tax rolls,
mm;s:
S,
produceil by County
Assessor
Grunsf leld, were approved; the bill
l iiiT
W illow Shades.
W
amounting to Jso.foj of H. Garcia for
Smile on Mo.
protecting the Barelas bridge on the
was allowed and
Atrisco approach
The Peicrter.
ordered paid; Juan H. Imuran w;is
appointed assistant Janitor of the
Stormy Wind
lo Mow,
court house during the session of the
court; a note dated May 4,
diirict
l'.oifi, for $3 ,;mi, for bridge work. was
ordered paid out of the bridge fund
and Allan F. Keller, of Albuquerque,
was awarded a scholarship ill
the
Program:
1'iiivt i sity of New Mexico under the
legby
last
passed
the
act
territorial
Thirty Soldier.
providing for the appointislature
Italy.
every
from
ment of one student
county to any territorial educational institution.
Many ills come from impure blood.
J. It. StOTTI. Muileal Director.
Can't have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens stomach, bowels and liver, and
purifies the blood.
At this season we should eat sparand properly. We should also
Class ing
Everything New and F
help the stomach as much as possible by the use of a little Kodol
Kates Reasonable
Kodol for Indigestion and
Opposite Depot
V'yspeps.a will rest the stomach by
digestion of the food Ue.f.
Prop. Sold by J II. O l.ielly &. Co.
Owen Din-dal- e

Atlmiwwion, lOc
Crystal Theatre

w

HOTEL PALACE
rt

CAREER
BY RANCHER

Mad27.
.Sturgls, S. P., August
dened by drink and Jealous because
the girl with whom he wished to
dance had spurned him for a rival,
Mike Henry, a
bad man
"shot up" the ranch house of M. J.
Carney, on White Owl creek. 60 miles
north of here, during the progress or
a cowboy dance, and an hour later
was himself shot to death in an attempt to murder another rancher.
Henry is a Sturgis boy and son of
gambler, who is now in
a former
Goldfield. For several years he ha.posed as a desperado.
He was present at a dance given by M. J. Carney, and became Infuriated when a
glii declined to dance with him because he was drunk. After shooting
the window panes out, he announced
his intentions of going to the neighboring ranch of Ves Carney, a weli-i- i.
do horse rancher, and killing him
Word was sent to the other Carney
and hen Henry appeared the rancher met him with a shotgun and, upon Henry's refusing to throw up his
hands, killed him Instantly, with a
double charge in the breast. Ves Carney rode at once to town and has accompanied Sheriff Stewart and Coroner McSloy back to the ranch. According to the Information received
here, Carney was entirely Justified In
the shooting and will likely be
of the killing.

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

JumpedTown

the city Inst night
of the town of
new town at the
Junction of the Santa Fe Central and
Santa Fe railroads, were much excit
ed over the discovery that the gov
ernment hart "turned
down
the
scrip offered for the townslte by the
company,
making
Willard townslte
the title of the company to the land
upon which the town is built, void.
When the news first came, many
people began Jumping lots,
while
others stood guard over the property
they .had settled upon night and day
to keep It from being Jumped. Howv.
ever, no serious trouble Is expected.
The willard Townslte company, ol
whlen John Becker of Belen. Is one
of the largest Interested parties, has
never given any deeds to any lots
sold on the townslte but gave pur
chasers receipts for their money In
stead, promising to deliver the deeds
as soon as the scrip laid on the land
was approved.
These receipts, it Is claimed, will
be liquidated by the company
at
sight, but many of the purchasers
have built houses upon their lots and
the property has doubled and thrlb- bled since first purchased and they
are loath to accept their money back.
The serin used by the Willard
Townslte company Is said to be what
is known as restricted scrip, whloh is
the cheapest class of land scrip. The
company will
loss to the townslte
reach into the thousands of dollars.
For any pain from top to toe, from
any cause, apply Dr. Thomas Kclec- trlc oil. Tain can't stay where it Is
used.

Being

C.

Word' reached

E. SUNTAAGG,
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Out-of-tow-

LET

US

109--

Rlncon;

ily, Raton;

m

Savoy.
J. it. Abell, Helen; R. Lewis Rapp
and wife, Willard; R. F. Crlswell and
wife. K. J. Farmele, J. L. Gruzard,

TOO LATE IX CLASSIFY.

Kvansville, Ind.; John
1.1.1.

FOR liKNT Houses 4 to g rooms.
iouble Hat, 15 rooms; alao 30 room
W. H. McMilllou,
rooming house.
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
pTi- R- RKNT Three rooms furnished
for housekeeping at 3"2 South Second street, $12 per month.
FOR SALF. Nice gentl saddle punf

lngre,

Kvans-Viil-

e.

Alvarado.
J. R. Teasdale, St. Iiuls; B. P.
Phelps, Topeka: F. M. Iiesbee. La
Junta, Colo.; Sol I'eiser, San Francisco; K. L. Pelser, San Francisco;
J. S. Leeds. Chicago;, G. A. Moore.
I a Junta: It. C. Butter, Kansas City;
'
F. A. Grandon, Penver; R. C. Rcid.
W. 11 MeMlllion. 211 West Gold Texlcu; Miss M. J. Colter, St. Paul;
J. F. Huckel, Kansas City; K. 11.
avenue.
Ferguson, Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs.
fine pint mineral water cures and A. L. Baca. Santa Fe; Miss Maud
Harding, Santa Fe; C. E. Zimmergroyour
prevents eoiis.:patior.. Ak
man, Kansas City.
cer lor It.
--

,

Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

VV.

Tel. 480

THE VALLEY RANCH
If you want to get to a cool place In a hurry, wire na at
X. M., telling us what train you will take and com on up.

Glor-fct- a,

THE NEW CITY

DIRECT-0R-

Our wagon will meet yon.
The round trip fare to G lor lets Is $5.00; the stage fare to the
ranch Is SI and the rate at the .anclt la $8 per week.
We will try to see tliat you Itave a good time. The Ashing to
good.

Y

IS NOW COMPLETED,
AND READY FOR DISTRI-

THE VALLEY RANCH

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

Pecos, New Mexico

cooocxxxxxxxxxcocxx

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

Whose Fault Is It?

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE

The plan of your new house maybe correct, but unlesa you hava good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That'a What!" "It'a
up to you" to Insist that every atlck
of lumber that goei Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.

PRICE IS $1.

SCHWARTZMAN

& WITH

Meat, Poultry and Fish
211 W. Central, Tel. S23

i

I

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette

Do You Realize
Vii

tar
Consequences

the Serious

of

Priceless above all possessions Is the
Eyesight. If you suffer from Headaches after using the eyes for a period, or If you have poor vision, SEE
FS. Your Eyes Tested, and an Honest Opinion as to their needs FREE-

a

I

' J J
...B
tiu.i.i.il, uivillll.l X4 J
' " vw . . . . t ..
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Income

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Dentist

A II
upl"
Jn J

SPENDING
TOO MUCH MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with us not long ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete

record of all receipts and expenditures. To-ta-y,
this man is saving regularly because he
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

120 South Fourth St.

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

Fclal MsiiafC
Electrolosl

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Sbtmpoelof
Manicuring
Scalp Treatment
Children's Hair Cutting

manufacture all

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

kinds

isiiniHMMiimw

of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours. Puffa. Wigs, etc.
HEAL HAIK NETS
'anitary French Hair Rolls.
Wave. All
The new pomp
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of ruffing one's
own novelties In back and side
combs.
Mr. and Mrs.

311-31- 3

James Slaughter,

Proprietors

iimiiiniiiiixininHi

Co.

Corner First and Tiler as Road.

ALL WORK ARSOLFTELY GUARANTEED.

We

Days

and

Full Set of Teeth
$1.50
Gold IllUng
$0
Gold Crowas
PuiiiloHS Extracting.. .50c

Hair Dressing

Buying

Low Prices

Phone 452.

Reliable

These Are

Easy Terms

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

Consult

'mm

JO

Long-Continu-

EVE STRAIN?

114 Central Ave,

trt

Carriage

Beauty Parlors

S. A. Brammer and famGeorge Heffner, Chicago.

YOUR

0OOOOOOOC3OOOOOC

DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
Vallev; Mellton
It. McWilllams, ROOM 13, N. T. ARMIJO liLDG.
Lunas; George
M.; Ksqulpuia
Baca, Penablarica; S. F. Sanderson, TTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
The Parisian
C.
Allen, Mccartys,
lenver; Hattle
N. M.; Mrs. J. J. White, Lou Lunas.
Lov-el- l,

FOR

Is

8.

(runil Central.

CALL

CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque. N. Mex.

S.

T. W. Figel, Santa Fe; A. P.

N. M.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Pro mpt ttention

Hturgtti.
Miller. Iake
1).
wife,
Otero and
Mrs. S. Neustadt, Los
C. Kills, Placltas, N.
13.

ALBUQUERQUE.

HENRY'S
. Cleaning and Pressing Works

mr

er

'

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

TERRITORIAL FAIR NOTES
The Prescott, Ariz., ball team has
made formal entry to the fair base
ball tournament.
The Parker Carnival company has
Informed the ralr officials that they
are now In a position to reopen negotiations relative to bring their at- tracton here. As the fire fighting
show has been engaged together with
the Russell-HatchCarnival com
pany, it will not be feasible to have
company
unless the asso
the Parker
elation should be disappointed In get
ting these attractions here by reason
of some unforeseen event. The out
look for a splendid street feature for
the fair Is more than propitious.
The officials of the fair association
are especially deslrluus that all persons having rooms or sleeping acto rent during fair
commodations
week should send In their names together with information
as to the
number of beds, rooms, location, etc.,
and prices to be charged for same, to
them, at the fair offices
over the
Zelger cafe. All such data will be
placed In the charge of the Information bureau for the convenience of
j visitors.
The outlook, points to an
unusually large attendance at the fair
this fall and It Is Important that this
city begin at once to make preparations for accommodating the gues;s.
The fair officials assure those having
rooms to rent that it will be to their
best Interests to notify the information bureau of any such accommodations open to visitors.
I IOT1 :i7AiTl tTv ALK.

Proprietor

We have the only planing mill in the southwest
la equipped to make Sash. Doora, Mouldings, Store Fronts andthatFixtures or
anything that a first c'asn planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

TO SIIEFPMEX.
evident that sheep raisers
must soon own their own grazing
land. There are very few solid tracts
with perfect title. I offer 25.000 acre
grazing tract, on Cebolleta (irant;
also 5.000 acres adjoining, of wintor
grazing, with valleys producing fine
corn, etc., without Irrigation.
L. B. PRINCE, Santa Fe, N. M.

It

Under Hovcjy Hotel

l300CK)O0O0O00
Superior Lumber and Mill Co.

that the inhabitants
Willard. the thrifty

i'ol. Hunter Menus KiisIiickm
Col. Hunter, who apparently
Is
acting as a middle man for eastern
capitalists, came to New Mexico three
months ago from Wallace, Idaho. He
has been mining In the northwest
country for the past twenty years,
representing the
Corporation. Col. Hunter was at the
Rowland mining excitement,
130
miles north of Spokane In 1S94. He
says that this boom was more exciting th:in the
boom nt Cripple
Creek. His first venture In
New
Mexico was at Golden, where he Is
Interested In the Trea Hermanos
lead property.
He made but two visits to the Hell
canyon district before he closed the
deal with the Graham Interests for
the Highland Mary property.
Will l!ulii Work September I
When seen this
morning.
Col.
Hunter said:
"We have purchased the Highland
Mary claims from Graham Bros., and
we will begin work on the first of
next month. We will begin with only
rive men, but I venture to say that
we will be shipping ore within ten
days. There Is a shaft on the nroner- ty seventy feet deep and plenty of
leait in sight, that will mine as high
as 80 per cent lead.
"Of course we don't know vet
whether we have a. good mine or not
but the Indications are very flattering
ana before we get through with it
we will know Its value. We are going to do some digging. I have faith
In New Mexico, and I believe that as
big mines will be found here as any
where. All that Is needed Is some
deep digging. Walt until after we get
the picks going and then I will tell
you more."
Capital lnt, rested
This Mile of Hell canyon property
and Us development, will ultimately
be of great
benefit 'to the people
owning property In the Hell canvon
district. Chas. G. Wllfong, who rep
resents the Philadelphia people Inter
ested. Is an officer In the Baldwin
Locomotive works, which Is one of
the strongest manufacturing Institutions In America. If a concern like
this one undertakes to develop a mln
ing property that ha virtue, the Job
will De complete. Aj.deep hide any
where in the Hell canyon district will
develop whether or not the mountains have any mineral In them. One
good mine In the district would easily
lead to the development of
other
property In the district.
The Highland Mary group Is only
three and a half miles from Coyote
Springs.

s

f

Open Day and Night.

A deal was consummated by telegraph yesterday with Col. A. P. Hunt
er of Abbuquerque on this end of the
wire and C. G. Wllfong of Philadelphia on the eastern end of the wire,
which will result In a thorough exploitation of the lea-- deposits of the
Hell canyon district.
The property to receive the direct
benefit of the exploitation will be the
Highland Mary group of three mines
recently purchased by Col. Hunter
from Louis Graham et nl. The claims
are
located on the ridge between
Coyote and Hell canyons and Just
east of the Shoemaker property. The
considerations and the conditions of
the deals, both In the case of the
transfer of the Graham Interests to
Col. Hunter and the latter with the
Philadelphia parties, are held private.
The only parts of tho contract entered Into divulged are that work on
the property must begin September
1st and that the property Is to be
paid for in three payments one this
year and two next year, the last
payment to be made before March

(

;
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Santa Fc Restaur ant

Builders Suffer Big
Loss.

Rrltlsh-Amerlc-

MiOMHVK I1AM.CHJX.
is
what
In
termed
French
the 'point de repere" or the Mine of
sight. As long as the balloonist can
see objects on the ground he can determine the direction In which his
balloon Is moving by glancing at his
compa-and taking an Instantaneous
observation along his line of sight
which may be a telegraph
line, a
railroad track or any straight line
of objects. Since the balloon moves
absolutely with the wind, no sense
of movement Is felt by the aeronaut.
As far as his Fensatlnns are concerned he does not know that the balloon la moving with the wind or
gyrating. . Hence, since he feels no
moveniyntV, ie cannot; tell .Mn which
direction the balloon Is moving without making a rapid calculation with
his compass In connection with his
line of sight. The fact that the balloon Is constantly gyrating makes It
necessary that this calculation be almost Instantaneous. Where the earth
Is obscured there Is no way in which
a balloonist can figure out the direction In which he is moving.
Balloons t'moiiierchil I'mcm.
"It is not generally thought that a
balloon Is of any use commercially,
but I believe that It has such uses.
Suppose a photograph were taken
from a balloon of the city of Albuquerque; in such a bird's eye view a
perfect plat of the city would be recorded; every vacant lot would be
shown; every building and improvement. A real estate broker, showing
such a picture to a prospective Investor In real estate, could not deceive hlii as to which quarter of the
city was growing the fastest or as
to what class of buildings were going up. This picture would be a
truthful presentation ot the facts in
the case. Moreover such pictures taken at Intervals of years would be of
historical value In showing the exact growth and improvement of a
city from time to time. To be used
to Induce persons living at a long
distances away to purchase property
In the city, a photographic bird's eye
view would be the best argument that
could be brought to bear upon him."

Where to Dtne Well
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Citizen Want Ads for Results
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ALBUQUERQUE

TIONARY SUPREME COURT

the term on motion of counsel at today's session, and two were submitted on briefs. The cases disposed of
or reset for hearing are as follows:
Xo. J S 7. Alex. McKenrle, appellant, vs. John King, appellee! appealed from the district court of Union
County: submitted on briefs.
Xo. 1194. Territory of Xew Mexico
appellee, vs. Jessie Klmmlch, appellant: appealed from district court of
Sierra County;
continued for the
term.
11
ST..
Xo.
United States of America, appellee, vs. Jesus Ma Medlne,
appellant; appealed from First judic
ial district; continued for the term.
Xo. 1197. Eagle Mining and Improvement Company. plnlntlfT in error, vs. Robert E. Lund, defendant
In error; error to district court
of
county; continued for the
Chaves
term.
Xo. 1198, Jessie Klmmlck. plaintiff
In error, vs. Territory or Xew Mexico,
defendant In error; error to district
court of Sierra county; continued for
the term.
c
Xo. 12nr,, Richard HI Palma
and
Bernard Ruppe. appellees, vs. J. A.
Welman and Joseph Harnett, appell-atappealed from district court of
Bernalillo county; continued for the
term.
Xo. 1207. Territory of Xew Mexico,
appellee, vs. Victor Telles, appellant;
appealed from district court of Bernalillo
county,
continued for the
term.
No. 1214. Territory- - of Xew Mexico.
appellee, vs. Tom Caldwell and Lee
Caldwell, appellants; appealed from
district court of Guadalupe county;
continued for the term.
No. 1204, J. M. Sandoval, appellee,
vs. George F. Albright, appellant; appealed from district court of Rernal-lll- o
county; submitted on briefs.
Xo. 1173, United States of America,
appellant vs. Benjamin H. Tallmadge
et al appellees; appealed from Fifth
Judicial district, argued and
1

MARRIAGE

IS NOW

DECREE

SESSION

Pope Will Issue Law Regard- Many Important Cases Are
ing Future Catholic
Being Disposed of At
Weddings.
Santa Fe.
Rome. Aug., 27. Within a few
days on extraoriiinnry
srnsation.il
nd revolutionary law Interesting all
i'nthnlle clergymen ami laymen In
the t'nlteil States and arTwting directly all Catholics In America will
be promulgated by the Vatican authorities.
I'ntll now the church law has been
that American Catholics can contract
marriage validly, although
Illicitly,
by going before a Justice or even bea
fore
Protestant minister when duly licensed by the civil authorities,
but under the new law all these marriages will be regarded as null and
void, among Catholics.
The new law, which Is contained In
a decree of the congregation of the
council drafted by the special request
f his holiness Pope Pius X. ordains
that from next Easter no marriages
among Catholics shall be valid unless they are contracted before a duly
authorized priest In the presence of
two witnesses.
Two Exceptions
There will be only two exceptions
to this law, which Is to be universal
for all countries of the globe. The
first is that when there Is Imminent
danger of death and no duly authorized priest Is obtainable, any obtainable priest can perform the ceremony
In the presence of two witnesses.
The second la decidedly revolution-I- t
Is that when there is no priest obtainable In the district, a man and
woman may contract a marriage that
ill be valid merely by announcing
their consent or Intentions In the
presence of two witnesses.
This latter is the most Important
change made in the marriage
laws
of the church during the past three
centuries. It Introduces
a radical
overturning of - legislation In every
country of the world and Is regarded
as the very first Indication of sweeping changes that are to be Introduced
In the new code of Pius X., which
has engaged the labors of the most
learned body of ecclesiastical authorities in the Catholic church for the
past four years and which eventually
will cover the entire field of church
legislation.

Santa Fe. X. M., Aug.. 2T. The supreme court of Xew Mexici convened
In adjourned session of the January
term at 10 o'clock Monday morning
at chambers In the Capitol.
There
were present:
Chief Justice William J. Mills, Associate Justice John It. McFle, Associate Justice Frank W. Parker. Associate Justice Kdward A. Mann. Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose D.
Sena. clerk of the court.
The
I'nited
was
States
represented
by United
Attorney W.
States
H. H. Llewellyn and Assistant United
States Attorney K. L. Medler, while
the Territory was represented by Assistant Attorney General Robert C.
Oortner. Lieutenant John W. Collier
of the Territorial
Mounted Police,
was In attendance as a personal representative of United States Marshal
C. M. Foraker.
Associate Justice William H. Pope,
was the only absentee of the jurists
at the opening session Motiday. but
he arrived this evening via the Santa
Fe Central Hallway. He was detained at his home In Roswell. Attorney
General Albert 11. Fall was also unable to be present owing to the Illness of his wife at El Paso. However, in a telegram received from
him this morning he stated he would
be here today.
A recess was taken shortly after
noon at 2 o'clock when arguments
were heard In the case of the United
States of America versus Benjamin
H. Tallmadge et al. The defendants,
wh are the appellees, were Indicted
about two years ago for alleged land
frauds Involving homestead claim In
the Pecos Valley, and It Is more
likely that the case will be carriedthan
...to
the United Ktntaa
-jntnt.M.
I" '
1.WUI I. ..1(1- Jor Llewellyn, "who " appeared
for the
i..u.TTiu.iuii m me lower court represented the federal am.c,n.n. i . i.
argument this afternoon, assisted bv
"ornpy
B.
C. Gortner. of this city,Catron
and It. A
ren- the
defendant!
OI
peaT'6.
the
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Til stop your pain tree.
show
you first before you spend a To
penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
Mexico-Harr' S ",lw"1 or rvew
will mail you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia. Headache, Toothache, PevfSas,
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood and Thnmp. n- x- ''.."'V""
"lauu son, or Al- congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache 5?qoU7.qn'to work
Pt
c
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
written e- way the unnatural blood pressure.
Wto
Is
all. Address Dr. Shoop, RaThat
I ...... .
cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
cases were continued for

ln.n

-
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Endorsed by tho County.
"The most popular remedy In Otsego county, and the best friend of my
family," writes Wm. M. Dletz, editor
and publisher of the Otsego Journal.
Gllbertsville. X. Y., "Is Dr. King's
Xew Discovery. It has proved to be
an InfalllhlA,u in, . n . .uugiii
r. . , n v.
miu
colds, making short" work
of the
worst or tnem. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe It to
be the most valuable
prescription
known for lllnr nnrl ttirnnt iH.aB..ai
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
inner, ay an nruggtsts. Price 60c and
11.00. Trial bottle free.
WANT AD Costs nut a few cents
but a few lines in The Citizen will
bring you what you want.
n
Eczema.
good
For the
of those suffering
with eczema or other such trouble, I
r
Wish to Snv Tnv wit
f that kind and after using the doctors' remedies for some time concluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
It nrOVed to hm hutta. than "
I
she had tried. For sale by all drug- A.

B IB

US.

.....

If
VRnr nnvlfilnv
can get it through the want columns
if The Evening Citizen. We get
VOtl

rt

"EvcrylxMly
Know."
ays G. G. Hays,Should
a prominent business man of Bluff, Mo., that Buck-len- 's
Arnica Salve Is the nulrkeat
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used It and know
wnat l m talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c.

27, 1907.
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HOW WOMEN SMUGGLERS ACT
WHEN

crST

TUESDAY, At

An

WITH GO

cxsrnr.vssFn facilities

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Humor and Pathos Often Seen in Cus
toms House When Suspects
Are Searched.

EXTENM

TO DEPOSITORS EVERY

.i'

PItOPEK

ACCOMMODATION1

AND SOLICITS XEW ACCOCXTS.
OA

PITA L

$ 1 50.000.00

OfQoors ami Directors:
SOLOMON

U NA,

President.

W. S. XTKICKLE11.

J. JOIINSOX,
Assistant Caller.

W.

Vleo ITcHlilcnt anil Cashier.

j. c. iialdridge,

wilmam: Mcintosh,

a.

s;

V.

Five applicants
practice law In the for
presented themselves this territory
morning
for ex.
am nut mi
Th.

CITIZEN.

blackwell
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cromwell.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Iall y SHorcM f Women SintiKKlcrs at
(HiKtom Hojuho.
Detroit. August 27. It Is given to rlegel's private offices to declare her
but few women to get as deep an In- self.
If she refuses
there Is
sight Into the Idiosyncracles of her good reason to believe and
dutishe
own sex as Is afforded to Miss Daisy able goods upon her, she Ishas
subjecZuckrtegel of this city.
ted to a rigorous search.
Mis Zuckhlegel Is employed as a
Some of the articles brought
Zuokrlc-R-

f

I

Wlio Spots tlio

brass-button-

ed

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

OsnSBSQK

IHtrolt

special agent of the United States
customs department at the International ferry dock In Detroit. Her
duty Is to intercept women smugglers, of whom there are scores every
day. These women, nearly all amateurs, go over to Canada, buy some
trilling articles which may or may
not be durable and then resort to
various artltlces to get back unobserved Into Uncle Sam's domains undetected.
And they would Invariably do so,
if their detention depended upon the
eyes of a mere man. But there is
where Miss Zuckrlegel comes in. She
knows the smuggler on sight.
"Have you anything dutiable?"
she asks with an Innocent smile.
The woman addressed at once becomes either flustered or angry. She
seldom owns up.
"Step this way, please," Miss
Zuckrlegel Invite, and a
officer steps near to add pressure to the invitation if need be.
(Ivrit a Chance.
The would-b- e
smuggler is then
given another chance in Miss Zuck- -

'

Capua! ond surplus, $.00,009

INTEREST

Mis

NSW MEXICO

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

to light are merely
funny, while
others carry a tincture of pathos.
One woman was recently discovered coicealing a small pastboard box
which contained the little trinklets
and toys that once belonged to a
baby now dead. She feared to show
them, as some one had told her It
would save trouble to pass right
through
without
doing so. Her
grief, as the little box was opened
Hnd the poor treasures therein exposed, was pitiable. It Is needless
to say Uncle Sam's representative
levied no toll on the poor mother's
belongings.
"Piny sit down," said the Inspector
to a fashionable
woman,
dressed
who recently tried to "run the customs," and was invited in to see Miss
Zuckrlegel.
"I pray you to excuse me." said
the woman, with evident embarrassment.
And when It was discovered that
n
she had a
rose bush concealed beneath her skirts, her reluctance to "be seated'" was

NEW MEXICO

omcKRm and
JOSHUA 8. RATNOtiDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI

oirkctor
PrwldMl
Vie. Prwldent
CMhlor

AMitnt Cuhlw
Dlretar

u. 0. arr&mtToirr
.AothorUed Capital
Paid Up Capital, 8urplu
Depositary lor Atchlgoa,

full-grow-

I600.SM.M

and Profits
I250.900.M
Topeka k Saota F. hallway Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Thrills and Throngs!

Carnival and Confetti!

I

THE BIG FAIR
New
Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealer:

OCTOBER 7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
ALlJUQUERQUNpv MEXICO
"FIGHTING
THE FLAftflBS"
At Coney Island First,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

White City Next, and at Denver Now
Tho Most Thrilling Spcctaclo of Today

ropSnlife

j

hwn?

f,am". drilling

M.l.n RFLIABLK."

THE WHOLESALE
C

lgn onows and Ihree Free Acts

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in
President

PT flTTI?

Carne. tne

a Western City
ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

larrt

AIM

f--V

KA1LUOAD

J

I

1871

f ROGER

amh nnmrirTMir,

and Moet Exclusive Stock of
In the SouthAeHi.

FARM AND

RAIL WAV RATES. HALF PAR 13 OR BETTER
J. A.
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED

L. &. PUTNEY

wa".

Carnival Company

WEINMAN

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

000000000

Pre8ents a wonderful drama of met,
rescues-A- ll
of the marvel-engine- s
&? 0ulbur8flrof
ou feats of mXlrn
tw 8treets and many buildings; two fire
two
d Iadder' one Patro1
one automob le, thirty-tiv- e
hremen, tin pohcemen' and ninety actors-A city in itself. Also the
Hatcher-Russe- ll

firT
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FREIGHT WAGONS
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The tfleptu.ne makr th
dutlea llgtitrr, the rare les
and tlte worrle fewer.
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PLUCKY TRUST TOWN MAYOR
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REFUSES TO OBEY OCTOPUS

Elected to Serve Steel Corporation, He
Suddenly Shows Unprecedented
Desire for Good Government.

i

A
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WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks,
for small crews; good wages.

Pro-prlet-

t

elx-roo- m

FOR SALE An Iron safe, new.
quire 110 West Gold avenue.
FoR SALE Four good ponies, one
saddle. Call Robert's wagon yard,
2ml North Broadway.
SALE Five-rooFOR
modern
house, most fashionable district in
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE "OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address 'Ticket," care
Citizen effice.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise in
this column.
FOR SALE Half interest in estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Tards. J. T. Harger,
prop.. 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tic
kets furnished in any part of the
United States. Low rates to Call
fornla. See m II I U buy. Moore'
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers
Association.
In- -

Col burn's

e"

k,

Box C. L. L.,

-

nt

TUTOR
ATHLETE wishes a
position as a tutor on a ranch.
Address K. F. C, Amarron, New

A COLLEGE
31 ex.

Gat a free hum pie ot Dr. Shoop's
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it na
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains oi
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute. No tedious wait
You
"4 by C. U.
will surely like It.
Brlgham.

COL TUCKER IS

Merchants of Albuquerque.
All the business men of Albu- querque can assist materially In
by
advertising the big fair,
bringing to The Citizen office
their business envelopes and
having an advertisement printed
upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all charges.
and the management urges ail
who are interested in its success
to avail themselves of mis
means of rendering assistance, -

a'

VISITING IN

a
a

S

a
a

i

RATON

a

sesaaesa4s-

a'

touted as being the real thing In the
way of a box artiHt and
Manager
Matson proposes to try him out. If
lurk Diamond in lino
to
good
represented
as
Is
as
he
he is
Condition llrmvnie Must Get
the
be. he can find a berth with
Itusy Tubulate! Score of
Brownies.
Sunday Trinidad Game
The following Is a tabulated score
of the last game of the Albuquerque
The signing of Diamond, recentlyp Trinidad series:
shake-uof Cimarron, will cause a little line-up
to be made In the regular
TRINIDAD
not
Diamond,
when
Hrowles.
of the
Players
ab. r. h. p.o. i
relieving Captain McDonald behind Green,
1
1
4
0 1
the bat, will hold down the second Webster,ss 2b
1
station, Kunz retiring to the right McClelland, rf . . . . 54 00 21 26 0
field. The games played at Trinidad Neihoff, 3b
2
1
0 0 1
showed up the weak points around Brlerly, c
0
3
011 10
the infield, which will have to be Sweet, If
3
0
0
!
strengthened between now and the Graig. cf
1
1
2
4
0
meanterritorial fair series. In the
S
1
6
Harper,
0
lb
time Malinger Matson is goingIt to Mete, p
3
3
0 0 2
can
keep the material at hand until
be improved upon. Albuquerque now
7
2
6
27
32
Totals
has more salaried ball players than
it ever had before. In fait there are
ALBUQUERQUE
only four men on the team who are
i
Players
not drawing a slary. To the credit
ab. r. h. p.o. a.e.
may
be said Kunz. 'b
4
0
3
4
0 0
of these home boys, it
good
if
as
playing
Just
3
4
2
2
0 0
Claney, as
that they are
1
5
2
0
not better ball than the men drawing Galgano. p
,44 0 0 1 0 o1
Graham, If
salaries.
1
4
0
McHugh, cf
who has been Diamond, rf. . . . . 4 0 0 1 0 0
Umpire Combs.
1
0
2
0
3
0
3b
park
liathbun,
given the care of the Traction
1
2
0 6
0 0
diamond by contract, has the grounds Shea, lb
1
3
0
0 1 7
in first class shape. The infield has McDonald, c
been Fklnned. the holes around the
1
up
4
31
26
12
with
box
filled
Totals
pitcher's
bases and
Score by inlngs:
adobe and the outfield mowed. A bet1
ter field cannot be found in the Trinidad
.
0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 .1 u
Albuquerque
southwest.
Off Metz 2. off
Bases on Halls:
every Galgaioj 4. Struck out: My Metz 10,
According to instructions.
hit: McClelman on the team is going to do prac- by Galgano 6. Two-bas- e
tice every day this week that the land. Time: 1:35. Umpire: Bennett.
weather is suitable, in preparation Attendance: l.und.
for the games next Saturday, Sunday
and .Monday. Clifton, so a southern
For an Impaired Apixtlte.
Arizona paper says, has added some
To
improve the appetite
and
trip
G'.oge
the
for
new material from
strengthen the digestion try a few
good
very
.'port
here,
home
and
Ul
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
may be expected. It is up to Albu Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of Dein troit, Mich., says: "They restored my
querque to attend these game
goodly number.
appetite when Impaired, relieved me
of a bloated feeling and caused a
young
get
pleasant and satisfactory movement
to
An effort will be made
Hibernian, the Socorro t wirier to of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Samples free. All druggists.
H
pitch one of th Clifton games.
llrowns-TriMii-

on

110

00001000

1

If

a
a
a

tt
a

a

DRS. BROXSOX
Homeopathic

1

18 W.

R.R.

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
-BUREAU
200 9. Second Strmat

v

rtrrarie".

t

Wanted-- Ar

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms a and S. Harnett nulldlng,
Over O'RIclly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.

Once, Servant Girl

ESTATE

Fhone

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
Four room adobe house
and about an acre of
fine irardcn land, W.
$
Central avenue
Three room house, four
lota, Xorth Fourth

street
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town . .
Three room house, fur

EDMTJXD
Office hours,
1

80

box
privatt p.irts
ny arurgi'-isry ujuii on r
" cents niw $I.(mi, WiLLIJIt'

1,00

IM

nlshcd complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
00
of land
Six room house. West
New York avenue . . . 2,fio0
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,808
FOR RENT.
Six
room brick howe,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
20.00
ward
Apartments in Hope flats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
l'rrnr room brick honse.
hntii, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick honse,
moth'rn, furnished or
clone In.
Three rooms for ltjrhthouse- 15.00
kecplnir. clow in
live room house. South
15.00
Second street
live room frame, First
20.00
ward
Gold

J. ALGER,

D. D. S.

9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
:30 to 5 p., m.

Attorney at

law.

First National Bank nulldlng,

Office,

Alnbquerqne, X. M.

Attorney

at Law.

Alubquerqnc, X. M.
IRA M. BOND
Attorney

at Law.

B. A. SLEYSTER

rublic.

Star Furniture Co.

Fire Insurance.

214 W. Cold Ave.
New Mexico

Y
III IFFiatsTrimmed
Tvl I

rst

-

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

FANCY WORK
C

Wilson

W. E.

224 W. Gold

MAUGEfc

VJOOL

with Raube and Manger
Office, lis Nortti First 8C
ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.

"
I

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad an
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The

Thos. F. Keleber

DEVOE8 READY PAINT
Secretary Matonl Building Association One Gallon
Covers 600 Sqnar Ttirt
217 Wet Central Avenue.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.

PUBLICATION.

JAP-A-LA-

M. L. SCIITJTT

o

C.

408 Watt Railroad Araooa

Real Fxtate and Loans.
rOTI at OR API
Acent for the Travelers Insurance
Company, llartfom. Conn., Life and Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. H- Grain and Fuel.
Accident. Tlie strongest
com pany
writing accident Insurance
In Die Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fc
world.
this line with us.
219 South Second SHtreet.
ns-m---jd
rr
m

MISCELLANEOUS

north th
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAX
JuHtlce fif the Peace. Precinct
No. 12. Notary Public.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Collections.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Offlco 221 North Second Street.
EMIL KXJEXWOR7T
Residence 723 North Fourth Street,
Masnnln Bulldtnr. North Tt.'-- 4
Alubquerque, N. M.
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISOV
Notary Public.

THORNTON ft CO.
HOUSE CLEANERS.
121 N. Srd St.
Stove repairing, polishing ami setting up a Kpcclaltr. We hire only
the moot
help In our
line.
. Phone,
Office 460. :: Res. 820.

EXPERT

eiH-rience-

Olllce with W. II. Clilldcrs,
117 Went Gold Avenue.

BORDERS,

V

UNDERTAKER.

1

F. W. SPENCER

m

'1

8c

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
.
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 138.
When In need of
door,
etc Screen work ausb.specialty.frames
South First street. Telepbona 405.40t
A. E. WALKER

t

I

Saddle horses a specialty, fiei
drivers in the city. Proprietors
Sadie, the plcnio wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone BOB.
Ill John Stree

ive.

A

,

Highland Livery

Pen.tlons, Land Tatents, Copyrights,
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
TRANSFER STABLES.
Marks, Claims.
Horses
and Mules Bought and
32 F. street, X. Sf. Washington, B. C.

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

FOR

New ainvais of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line in browns, tha
leading shads for tha coming season,
X. T. Armijo Building.

Office Cromwell Block,

When you want to buy, tell,
rent or exchange

NOTICE

TAILOR

)

Mrs. M.

INSURANCE

Albuquerque

L, C. GICLITZ

E. W. BOBSOX

A. Montoya
215 WfSt

711.

R. W. D. BRYAN

Every Woman

i

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
AND REPAIRER
OfHM FRONT, t09 North rirat

Appointments mode by mall.
For the Next Ten Days
S08 West Central Ave.
Phone 458. At Less Than Cost to dose On
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE, Millinery am)
Dressmaking Parlors, 613
LAWYERS
North Second St.

NOTICE FOR Pl'HLICATIOX.
n velsn.i. i.i.
JIIF CTUPINf5 fl i'ror.
Department of the Interior, Land OfTA.yN
ON.
fOE BALK BT
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 20.
1 907.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque. N. J.I.,
u iuu rtta umi aboil. 4 mnow
A'MrUt Use woiMierfu)
has tiled notice of his intention to
make final five year proof In support
IMARVELWhiriingSprav
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
ium tt
ttrinm pyrin
J (st OIlVt'lH
No. 9473, made May 2a, 1900, for
It C'UsVt
. l'il.
the K'ii. W.i, Lots 3 and 4, Section
'iittuuitl)
1 ON..
Range 6E., and
7, Township
t cnir ttiffrt for It.
said proof will be made before
that
II uw twin''.' u i.y ttifl
V
I
nt r
ft
Probate Clerk of Rernallllo County
l.i
'J tnr?H fT
i, Kut
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October it.
ft
l'lir-.t"i. .
' i. nariifu ta aminf.
'1 rwii"
1907.
M Mi y t i. i A.
MM.
r :'.!.;.'
He names the following witnesses
.. I tZ4 frtrtJirl. N K'V
Uk.
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
MEN AND WOMEN.
Frederio Uallegos, Dario Chavrz,
Venceslado
Lion
I'm hig U for BDOinrl Jose
Jararnillo.
discbavritM,iiiflaiiiiiitutQ, Grlego, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
i t to
bUIWMsi
irrittioua or ulcrtioa
R.
MANUEL
OTEKO.
Mi atrtftaur.
f nueoii njUibrn,
Register.
fria ja tlawtf
PiiuIm. ftod out utna
o
i'MtEUJlftCMtMICM Cfl
or
fDt poituuuiu.
Bring us your jot) v?o;. Prices
W (!
2 i by not in pUin wrapper. ;he very lowest and the work will
.ipr.M, prpmij, ur
l w. or
tand Ir 7c:ion anywhere. !3ulnts
bottle
Circuit Kill KB twiuwt. and call oik cardu a specialty.
pr"-- "

P. Matteucci

Bur- -

DENTISTS

r

lng of

and

DR. C. A. FRANK
PhysJHnn and Surgeon.
Ave Rooms 4 and 5 Harnett Rnildlntr.
Ollire hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and 7
to tl p. m.

(

It't nf

The Leading Stationer.

BROXSOX

Fhyslclnns

I

On the Corner

Ooarantaao

ROSENFIEIU'S,

Central

HAWLEY

grona. Over Vann's Drag Store.
Phono, Office and Re., 828.

EXCHANGED

Keep busy until you find

f

&

E.

Eastman Kodaks

7, X. T. Armijo Building.

ft

Rooms

202

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

Physician and Surgeon

lo

it-'ii-

by J. II. G'JiUUy & Co.

AND

Mitoelatloa Offlea
Tunsaotlont

French Bakery Co.

DIL R. L. irCST

healthy a child as parents wish for." Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
August 19. 1607.
For sale by all druggists.
o
Notice In hereby given that Desl-derCarabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M.,
I.lfe Insurance.
cents you can now has filed notice of his intention to
For twenty-fiv- e
Insure yourself and family against make final five yenr proof in support
any bad results from en attack of of his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
colic or diarrhoea during the sum- No. 7260, marie September 29, 1902,
mer months. That is the price of a for the K
SE U. SecNB W . E
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- tion 30, Township 11 X, Rantre 2 W.,
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medi- and that said proof will be made becine that has never been known to fore W. H. S. Otero, U. S. court comfall. Buy it now, it may save life. missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 190".
For sale by all druggists.
He names the following witnesses
Ur. Williams-iLitlluHi..
to prove his continuous residence upimtmont will cure H.iiid on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
lllevu.htr
tna Kti.lr..
Juan Haca y Anoya, Komulo ChavPlies. liub&orLbtbetutuor..
niluys the ilchlnir at em o, uc t ez, Juan Castas, Donaciano Tapia, all
SSSI. sa rxmillre, K'ien lnM:il,l
of Atrlsco, N. M.
lief. 1t. VVililanis'Iotlinn Pile 'Jla
MANUEL It. OTERO,
I
tnent WnreiHtrft! for Pile noil id
Register.
iltp
Kve.--

er

Sol

R.R.

BREAD
Look for the Label

Occidental TJfe Poinding.
Tcleplionc, 888.

BOUGHT. SOLD

f

to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to improve. Today he Is as

w

neys.

TICKETS

Household Goods

At last when all hope seemed

vain.

Lieu-Tucke-

Pianos,

4
a'
a

Mrs. Myrtle Piatt Also With Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Kenieriy. Belter
Tliun Three Ioctor
Relatives In That
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everyCity.
thing that they could do seemed in
r,
Raton, N. M., August, 27.
U.
tenant Colonel William F.
S. A.,
of Mrs. John A.
Logan, whose moral character Is being probed by the war department,
and whose name has been linked by
his wife with that of Mrs. Myrtle
Piatt in her suit for a division of his
property, is In Raton, where he has
been a guest at the home of C R.
Krey, a brother of Mrs. Piatt. Mrs.
Piatt, who, Mrs. Logan believes, has
won the love of Colonel Tucker, a)
is visiting her brother.
The concurrent visit of both Colonel Tucker and
Mrs. Piatt has quite naturally aroused a good deal of Interest here, and
Mother Grundy is busy gossiping. It
develops that Mrs. Piatt came here
July 10, but her arrival was not anTucker arrived
nounced. Colonel
August 10, and since then he and
Mrs. Piatt have been seen frequently
together.
Airs. Mary Logan-Tuckhas preferred charges against her husband
with the war department, and these
charges are now being Investigated by
Secretary 'J'aft.
St'iiMiitional Scandal
The matrimonial troubles of Colo- nel Tucker and his wife have ocru- pled much space in the newspapers
during the lat few weeks and a sen- Siitlon is looked for in army circles
be- when the differences are taken
i
1'fie toe Wat
iiiirni.....i or uivoee
.
i. i
i.
it
i'jue- It in UMUeiniiriiu .iiir,
iiuii.
ber is prepared to back her charges
with corroborative evidence.
Since her arrival here Mrs.
Tlatt
has been the recipient of many a box
by
a
shipped
of hothoue flowers
Denver firm. Who footed these bills
has not been developed.
Shortly after her arrival at Raton,
Mrs. Piatt made arrangements
to
give a big dinner party to Colonel
Tucker, but he failed to arrive when
expected, and for this and other reasons the affair was called off.
PeWftt'a
anl Bladder Pills
nre best for Lrrktichfr and weak kid-

Furniture,

REAL

if you did not

ten-doll- ar

refer-endum-

in Lineup of

FOUND

use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
FOUND Gold watch
chain and
chnrm. Owner can have same by
proving property at this office.
pocketbook In
LOST A Japanese
blue-gra- y
silk handwork with oxidized silver chains and trimmings.
Contents, 1 oxidized silver pen, 1
bill, 1 silver dollar. Owner will pay $25 reward In addition
to the $11 contained by the purse.
If purse and pen are returned to
this office.

Bred-to-La-

Organ i
Horses, Wagon and other Chattels
alio on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low aa tit
and aa high aa $$00. Loans ar
prlvatt
quickly made and strictly
Time: Ona month to ona year given
possession
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
sea us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of tha world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
30SH West Railroad Aye.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

On

and Surgoon

Physician

Homeopathic

Citizen office.

An opportunity

LOST

clti-r.ens- ,"

Nluike-ii- p

and

LOST

m

Tills U One of tlie lrlncijal Street
In tlie Steel TniHt's Utopia.
with Itself and conceived a deep, was on could force every man to
go
dark plot. Why own a town' and not
back to work by shutting off the
run the government?
Why run a water at his home. "We can't live
government and not pluck the plums for a dar without water here."
and the people? So again the trust
The ordinance that went through
got busy and then it met Tom was much changed, and the com
pany is responsible If it shuts off the
Knotts.
water.
Former Policeman.
Knotts is , a former policeman,
When the street railway franchise
squatter on the land of the steel came up all Gary was ready. Frank
trust, but above air- honest mayor of Gavitt got it. The" trust was stunned
Gary. He has proven that the won- Its shrewdest lawyers were outwit
derful little mushroom city govern- ted. Gavitt is a lawyer. He gave
ment Is stronger than the billion bond to have the line in operation
dollar corporation or all the cunning by next January. He has already
of Wall street.
started It.
He has called halt to the franchise
"Gavitt gives us six rides for 25
gobbling aspirations of the trust on cents to start with," said the mayor.
its own soil. He has thrown down "At the end of five years we get the
the challenge and the war of wealth three-cerate and we also begin to
against commonwealth is on. Com- get five percent of the net profits.
monwealth is winning.
At the end of thirty years the prop
"The people of Gary are free and erty reverts to the city.
Xow the stefl trust has Its back
have the rights of American
said Knotts. "We will run up. It is going Into the courts to
our own city government without mandamus Knotts Into holding a
dictation from the steel trust."
referendum on the franchise quesWar was declared whent he octo- tion, but the line Is being built and
s.
pus decided it needed four things to Knotts Is not worrying about
make its dream of Utopia corne true.
They were:
The mayor's salary is $12 a month.

care

MONEY to LOAN

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

M. D.

W. M. SHERIDAN",

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Employment Agency
109 West (Silver Are.
Phone 480
WANTKIt IntelllKf nl nctUr Isiy lor
office work to lonru timle. Appij
nt till olllce.
Capable
WANTE1
to
salesman
cover New Mexico with staple line
High commissions with $100.00
monthly advance. Permanent position to right man. Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
WANTED A wash woman. Apply
809 Eleventh Street.
the
WAXTED-Threbell "boys at-'Alvnrado hotel.
WANTED ? You can get It through
this column.
WANTED Girl for general housepreferred.
Good
Cook
work.
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
Tljoras avenue.
WANTED Girl for general house-Worfirst class wages to right
party. Call 624 Copper avenue, after 6 p. m. Mrs. Rnht. Putney.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on Miss
Second street.
Crane, 613 North
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
also apprentices wanted.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hostler
and willing to work. Address Box
C, F. I")., care Citizen office.
Young man,
WANTED Situation.
23 years of nge, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general office experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish refer
ences if desired. Please address

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

water

An electric light franchise.

llun-snVp-

A

E

S

These Ads Reach More People Daily Than You Can $ee in a Month

FOR RENT
works franchise.
A telephone franchise.
FOR RENT Light, airy well-fA street railway franchise.
nished rooms for rooming or light
grants
for
all.
It wanted
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
So It elected what It thought was Its
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
own board of town trustees
with
and up. Minneapolis' House, 52
Knotts as president.
South Second. A. T. Dsvore,
Fooled the Trust
furnished
KENT Pleatwuit
The plan was Just to have the trus- FOR
room to lady in good health. 628
tees to go through the formality of
street.
South
Arno
But the trust
granting franchises.
FOR RENT Nice five room dwell
ing, with screened porches, $15,
r,
including city water. Lloyd
205 Vct G ld avenue.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed tront rooms, near business cen
ter; rates reonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Several small cottager.
all nicely furnished for housekeep'
lng.
J. B. Block. Jemex Hot
Springs, N. M.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very rea
sonable: no invalids. Hotel Cralge.
Silver avenue, btwen First and
Second streets.
13
Mayor
Gurry
$12
Lives.
In
of
n
Tluit
l
Squatter's
tlio
Like
This
How
It
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
trust at leas-- the trust thought so woke up one morning to find that
see this ad. today, than even a real
all the streets, all the workmen's the three men on the board did not
estate agent could Interview in a
homes, the stores, banks, hotels and belong to It, and Its dream began to
away.
long time.
fade
public buildings.
The trust pushed the electric light FOR RENT First elats
When, recently. It opened the town
to Its workmen, all they had to do franchise through before the board
dwelling, with all modern conven
was to buy what they wanted of the saw the scheme. But Knotts, with
lences. Completely furnished for
his 2H0 pounds, sat down on tne wa
trUBt.
housekeep ng. De rable neighborlit held a clause like
A workman could trade at trust ter franchise.
per
Lloyd
$50
hood.
stores and buy a home, built by the this:
Hunsaker, 295 West Gold avenue.
company. High
trust construction
"We reserve the right to shut off
FOR RENT Corner Gold
priced employes weTe allowed to live water at any time without being ROOM
and Walter. Suitable for teachers
in the big hotels and return to the held liable for damages."
or pupils. Southeast corner.
trust some of the money they had
"I couldn't stand for that scheme,'
earned.
"That would mean
said Knotts.
Finally the
octopus communed that the trust at any time a strike
FOR SALE

Gary, Ind., August 27. Once upon a time an octopus got a hunch.
It wasn't a new hunch exactly, but
It looked (rood. So the octopus (tot
busy. Out here In Indiana, where
land Is plentiful, It conceived the
Idea of founding a model town, and
the result wan Gary, the Utopia built
by the steel trust, more or less for
the benefit of Its workmen.
On land of Its own, the trust I
erecting a little city, and everything
In the town was to be owned by the

IF

Architect.
40 mid 47, Burnett Iliuldiny
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 655.

r.m.in-- i

HAIR DRESSER AND CTIIIROPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges" cafe, is prepared
to gly
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream bu.lds up the skin and
Improves the complexion. and 1
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair:
removes moles, warts and superfluous'
hair. Ma."sar,e treatment by vibrator
,
machines.
For any blemish of
call and consult Mrs. BambinL
the-face-

ALBUQUERQUE

TAGE ETOTIT.

PERSONAL

We want to supply your demand for Children'
Shoes and have made extra efforts to get together the
stock we have ever hanmost reliable and
dled. Shoes that not only look good, but are good, inside as well as outside. They fit well and will stand
the hard wear they are sure to be put to. Lowet
prices consistent with reliability. Your money back
if you are not satisfied.
up-to-da-

te

GIRLS9 SHOES

Vici Kid. Box Calf or Pettent Kid Uppers, Light,
Medium or Heavy Soles.
to $1.85
to S2.23
$1.75 to $2.30

V, to 11
11 4 to 2

SI-0-

S 1.25

to 0

2Vi

BOYS9 SHOES

Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Colt Skin. Uppers,
Strong Soles, Full Length Vamps.
4 to

13 M

to

2H to

Sl.25 to $1.85
1.50 to $2.25

13
3

to

1.73

!i

$2.50

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

g

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the Citv

THE WAGNER

M'

Need

A,

GO.

Tinners

Avenue

v?

JS&&

Soon

W. Central

321-32- 3

Plumbers

You
Will

HARDWARE

lggk

teSl

ENING

CITIZEN."

ACCT1Q1V
SALES.
the city. Mr. Ferguson was district
agent for the Mutual Life when the
company had general offices at El
Of stocks of all kinds will be made
Paso.
twice a month at Mitchell's Red
Vernon E. Small has been appointBarn, on Copper avenue. Mr. Mitch
ed messenger at the lT. S. weather ell has decided upon this plan of
Fe. Al- disposing of stock owing to
bureau station at Santa
man
though the appointment was effective demands he has from both the
purchasthree weeks ago. he did not take the ers and sellers to handle horses,
oath of office until this morning, as mules, vehicles, harness, etc.
he has been confined to his home by
The first sale will begin Saturday,
sickness for several weeks. He has August 31st at 2 o'clock p. h., sharp,
now recovered and Is aguln at work. and consists)
of Lwenty-flv- e
native
J. 11. O'Klelly, general manager of horses broken to saddle nnd harness.
the Occidental Life Insurance com- They range In weight from 600 to
pany, Is anticipating a visit from 1,000 pounds each. This Is an exthe kind of
cost
some old Kansas City friends, who cellent opportunity for some of the
are expected to arrive this evening city's young folks who are Interested
from Needles, Cal. They are Mr. and In securing a nice pony, to buy one
clothes you like to buy.
Mrs. E. N. Ferguson, prominent peo- at their own price, other livestock
ple of Needles.
will also be In the sale. Nothing sold
Harry S. Bowman, of Las Vegas, private.
was among the applicants today for;
Mr. Mitchell will
be pleased to
law In New Mex have you list anything In the stock
licenses to nrac-tleIn line with him early, In order
Ico, having arrived last evening
he
the capital. Mr. Bowman Is a grad may be able to advertise samethat
before
the kind we sell; and
uate of the law department of the next sale.
fnlverslty of Michigan, and Intends
sale,
cash,
of
everything
Terms
and
entering upon the practice of the le will positively go to the highest bidSchaffner
they're
gal profession In the Meadow City.
Inspect stock at Red Barn beand Miss der.
Harnett
Mrs. Joseph
fore
sale.
the kind
clothes, because
Dorothy Harnett left this morning for
SCOTT KNIGHT. Auctioneer.
the Jemez Springs, where they will
Harnett, who preceeded
Join Mr.
they make.
Doan's Regulets cure constipation
them a week ago and has been fish- without griping, nausea.
any
ing and hunting in the Jemez moun weakening effect. Ask yournor
druggist
tains. Mrs. Barnett ana Aliss nar for them. 25 cents per box.
nett expect to be absent from the
city a couple of weeks.
The union telegraphers will give a
NOTICE
social hop at the Casino tonight to
Dr. II. M. William
which the public is Invited. The dance
DENTIST
un
Is a benefit affair for the local
We
know just how you
Has moved to rooms 24 and i
Ion mem.bers. who are In a life and
2B, Barnett Bldg.
Most modern
death struggle with the telegraph
feel
it;
we can tell you
electrical equipment In South- - $
corporations seeking shorter hours
west.
f
and higher wages. The prospects are
v
that a large number of people will
find
one
ne present at the dance. Ellis' orctv
Itching,
bleeding protruding
or
estra will furnish the- - music.
these; there
better clothes
First honors and the first prize of blind piles yield to Doan's Ointment.
fered for the most graceful skaters in Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
club, cured. Druggists all sell it.
Skating
the
are none made.
which held Its weekly skate at the
Elks' opera house rink last night,
We can supply you with the best
went to Miss Jessie Jasper and E. A wearing children's stockings as well
Williams. The second prize went to as with the strongest school shoes.
Mrs. W. H. Kerr and Louis Mosby. Our Black Cat brand of hoisery Is
Mrs. Kerr Is a resident of Santa Fe, unequalled In durability, fit and fast
Light, medium and heavy
and the wife of the well known bar color.
The Central
ber shop proprietor of the Ancient weight, 15, 20 and 25 cents a pair.
City.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West CenAvenue Clothier
Four demurrers were filed today in tral avenue.
the case of The United States of
America vs. Territory of New Mexico,
George W. Prlchard, attorney general of New Mexico, Miguel A. Otero,
NDS ARE TRUMPS
Alpheus A. Keen and the American
was
company.
One demurrer
Lumber
THE TIME
filed In the case of the United States
of America vs. Territory of New Mexico, George W. Prlchard, attorney
general of New Mexico, Alpheus A. INCREASING IN VALrE STEAD-IL109 North First St.
Keen and Clark M. Carr.
15 TO 20 PER CENT.
WE
Otto J. Kraemer, for seven years HAVE FIVE
of
Indian and Mexican Goods, i'bo Cbaapest
All Kinds
DOLLARS
bookkeeper for Roehrlg & Jacohy, a WORTH OF HUNDRED
SMALL STONES WE
Navajo Blankets and Uaxlean Drawn Work
bay
to
Plaea
company
carpet
paper
big wall
and
WILL SELL AT IOWEU PRICES
of St. Louis, who has been in AlbuCarefully and Promptly rilled.
Ordarm
Mali
CAN
i
THAN
THEY
BE
UOCGUT
AI
f
month, has dequerque for the
r cj k
t
cided not to return to the Missouil
CO.
VANN
JEWELRY
city, despite the fact that his emOne Door Sontii of Drug Stonp.
ployers are holding his position open
DOC)OOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOCX30C)000
to him. but he ha.t entered the business office of the Citizen as bookkeeper, and will remain here, his wife
him when hv
having accompanied
came to the Duke City.
FOR CASH ONLY
The case of the commissioners of
the Gallegos aceqtiia vs. the mayor
American Block per ton
$8.50
domo of said aeequla received a hear,
lng before Justice of the Peace Jose
Ccrrillos Dump
6.50
afterE. Romero, of old town this
Anthracite Nut
8.50
court.
by
the
dismissed
was
noon and
Anthracite Mixed
9.00
The contention was over the matter
Anthracite, furnace sizes
of certain water rights sold to one
0.50
of
the
Bert Bill, by the commissioners mayor
Clean Gas Coke
6.00
Fresh Shelled Pecans,
the
aeequla, which rights
Smithing Coal.
domo refused to honor. The court
Walnuts and Almonds
had
found that th commissioner selling
exceeded their authority in
Just in. ' t -- 1
the water to Bill.

Clothes That Are Worth More Than

PAHAOR Al US

SCHOOL SHOES

ET

Vegas thin
K. tt. Wheeler left I,a
afternoon fur Pueblo, Colo.
Mian Myrtle Hart hn Rone to Danville, 111., for a visit to relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Flournoy returned last nlffht from California.
from
Julian PnJIlla. a
SanUi Fe, Is In the city on bur! nest.
Mrs. Simon Neustailt, of Los
arrived In the city last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Washburn have
returned fruin their long visit In Boston.
Deputy 1. S. Marshal J. II. Smith
l
left last night for Socorro on
business.
Irvln Wallace, a cattleman of Datll,
Socorro county, Is ransaotlng business In the city today.
Born. Sunday evening to Mr. and
Mrs. liert M. Peck, of 216 South
llroadway, a boy baby.
Dr. H. E. Kirschner. of this city,
liagone to Helen, where he will remain for two weeks.
Mrs. J. S. Altman and Miss Luclle.i
Pugh, of Metcalf, Ariz., are In the
city visiting and shopping.
Attorneys H. B. Fergusson, A. B.
MoMlllen and X. B. Field were passengers for Santa Fe this morning.
D. D. Bronson. of the forest service, left last night for Santa Fe and
Las Vegas on official business.
Loulfl Oumblner, the musician, left
this morning for the Valley Ranch
on the Rio Pecos for a two weeks'
outing.
D. C. Uabbe, special representative
of the Occidental Life Insurance
company, has returned from a business trip to Arizona.
Charles E. Dagonette, labor super
visor for the Pueblo Indians, has returned to New Mexico from a visit to
the northwest country.
Miss Ceasar Alexander, clerk in
postottlce of Hlllsuoro,
the
!eft
for her home last night after a lew
few weeks' visit In this city.
There will be a meeting of Triple
Ivink Uebekah Lodge No. 10, Tuesday
evening at 8 o'clock at the I. O. O. F.
hall. Mrs. O. Clifford, secretary.
Howard Thntcher. y cashier for the
Wells-Farg- o
Express-companat Raton, Is In the city the guest of rela
Mr. Thatcher says that Raton
tives.
fs growing very fast.
Harry W. Chetworth, William
Wartlesmith and John Cox, each
charged with vagrancy, were sentenced to fifteen days each In Jail this
morning In police court.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Baker have returned to the city from a short
honeymoon trip spent on the Hlo
Pecoa, and are at home to their
many friends on North Fourteenth
street.
Airs. Robert
P. Noble and son,
family of President Noble of the New
Mexico School of Mines at Socorro,
spent yesterday In the city and returned to her home at the Oem City
last night.
Died, yesterday at 5 D .m.. Edwin
L. Stewart, aged 37 years at his
home, 211 East Central avenue. The
deceased leaves a wife and one child.
The remains will be taken to the
former home of the family In Texas
for burial.
Among those who will leave tonight for Silver City to attend the
ceremonies Incident to the Initiation
of thirty new Shrlners are Paul Teut-scMr. and Mrs. E. C. Allen, Geo.
Eberha'rdt, C. O. Cushman, L. H.
Chamberlain and R. W. Hoyt.
E. R. Ferguson, of the general offices of the Mutual Life Insurance
company of New YotR, has returned
to Pueblo after a pleasant, visit In
I.u-na- s,
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Shelled Nuts

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
and
.lets gently upon the bowelscoughs
clears the whole system of
m- and colds. It promptly relieves auaya
flammntlnn of the throat ana
Irritation. Sold by J. H. O Rlelly &

MONARCH GROCERY CO.

to morality. No worry

WOOD

JEWELER

1

IN THE JEWELRY LINE
FINE WATCH REPAIRING

expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

Railroad Avenue
We

lO

& COMPANY

3
3

FREE

We want to sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which be-

Phone 51

MARKET

NORTH FIRST STREET

ENAMELED
COOKING

cxtrtc

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE
UTENSILS

i

1

1

A Pair of Patented Stilts
Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in
Quality
Best Prices Possible

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES

iy

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS

HEATING

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assured. J
v

WORKERS

STOVES

and

v

4

S?0RTING

,'

TINWARE

113

115-11-

7

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

ENAMEL

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

1

MINE AND MILL

'

122 South Second 119 West Gold

1

and
H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 60 1

Fab

MILLER

gins September 3.

GOODS

and
AMMUNITION

SOUTH

riltST STREET

ANO

401-40-

I

3

a.as

W. H, HAHN & GO.

COMPANY
VHITiMEY
H it vf
Wholewtile
Retail

H

UNION
MEAT

Tihras

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yoxst Needs for the

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

ARE

W.

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

South
Second

liiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiin
BOYS. THEY

4

Between Central and Copper A ve. ,

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

$j.50

a isis & Emm ummm

STOVES
RANGES
LDMMDR1

LUMBER MILL WOOD.
Green
Factory

Wjtt'tabhw.

IBM

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

Co.

r XVXXXDOOOOOCXXCXX

EVERY THING

COE

Light

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Gliwt, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and Kurantee A Square IVnl.

Champion Grocery

Kreli Moats, Staple nnd Fanry
(irooerhx.
I'rults and

CO.

Excluslva Opticians

A Majestic Range is conducive

3

CXCDTVI

pa-s-

Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

10 South Second St.

any

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

115-11- 7

$6.50.

can't
than

Afro-Americ-

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly ritted

1

ON

but

th-Eg-'yc-

622-2-

For

Home

STOVE

COME

& Marx

Hart

h.

.

mww

that's

NORTH

FIRST STREET

